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A comparative study is made of the various interpolation spaces generated with 
respect to n-tuples or infinite families of compatible Banach spaces by real and 
complex interpolation methods due to Sparr, Favini-Lions, Coifman-Cwikel- 
Rochberg-Sagher-Weiss, and Fernandez. Certain inclusions are established between 
these spaces and examples are given showing that in general they do not coincide. It 
is also shown that, in contrast to the case of couples of spaces, the spaces generated 
by the above methods may depend on the structure of the containing space in 
which the Banach spaces of the n-tuple (n>3) or infinite family are embedded. 
Finally a construction is given which enables the spaces of Sparr and Favini-Lions, 
hitherto defined only with respect to n-tuples, to also be delined with respect to 
infinite families of Banach spaces. cc’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most of the developments in the theory and applications of interpolation 
spaces in the past twenty years have occurred in the context of a couple of 
Banach spaces A, and A, both continuously embedded in a Hausdorff 
topological vector space !&, which in fact can also be taken to be a Banach 
space without loss of generality. There are several much studied construc- 
tions for obtaining interpolation spaces with respect to the couple (A,, A,), 
including in particular the real and complex methods [BL] which yield the 
spaces (A 1 y AdO, p and [A r, A,],, respectively. 
A more exotic variant of this theory has a different point of departure, 
namely an n-tuple (A r, A*,..., A,) or even, more generally, an infinite family 
{AW,,i- of Banach spaces all of which are required to be continuously 
* Part of this research was supported by the Technion V.P.R. fund. 
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embedded in a “containing” Hausdorff topological vector space or Banach 
space % as before. Using an appropriate generalization of the real or com- 
plex (or some other) method one can obtain interpolation spaces with 
respect to the n-tuple or infinite family, these being spaces A c +Y with the 
property that all linear operators which are continuous on % and on each 
Aj, or on each A(y), are also continuous on A. 
We refer, e.g., to [Sp, Fl ] and also further references cited in [Sp] for 
more details concerning various types of real interpolation spaces defined 
with respect to n-tuples, including a more precise formulation of their inter- 
polation properties. Analogous material concerning the complex methods, 
which have been defined for infinite families as well as n-tuples can be 
found, e.g., in [Cl, C2, C3, Fa, F2, KNl, KN2, L, N, Sal. Applications of 
one of the complex methods can be found, e.g., in [Sal (spectral properties 
of convolution operators), [Cl] (the Masani-Wiener theorem and 
estimates for Beckner’s analytic semigroup of operators) and, at least 
implicitly, in [Pi] (K-convex Banach spaces). See also [ HRW, Rl, RW 1, 
RW2]. We suggest that there are many further possible applications, for 
example, in the study of the resolvents of a given operator which may be 
considered as an analytic family of operators (cf. [Sa] and [C3, 
Theorem 4.21). 
The major part of this paper is devoted to a comparative study of the 
various types of interpolation spaces mentioned above. We obtain certain 
inclusions between them which generalize results already known in the 
“classical” setting of a couple (A,, AI). But we also show that several 
results in the setting of (A,, A,) do not extend to n-tuples or infinite 
families. The trouble usually begins already for a 3-tuple (cf. [C3, Appen- 
dix 11) or even in one case, as we shall see, for a “2.19-tuple!” Our exam- 
ples show that various methods which coincide in the context of couples 
yield different spaces in general, that these spaces also depend on the struc- 
ture of the containing space %‘, and furthermore, that in the interpolation 
theorems alluded to above, we cannot dispense with the requirement that 
the operator be well defined on @. 
These results will be explicitly formulated in Section 1, together with a 
recapitulation of the definitions of the various interpolation spaces to be 
studied. A diagram at the end of that section summarizes relations between 
these interpolation spaces. 
The second purpose of this paper is to develop constructions which 
enable the real method spaces of Sparr and the complex method spaces of 
Favini-Lions, hitherto defined only with respect to n-tuples, to be obtained 
also for infinite families of Banach spaces. We establish various elementary 
properties of these new spaces, comparing them with those defined by the 
complex method of [C3]. 
These latter results are given in Section 2. The remaining Sections 3-6 
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contain proofs and detailed calculations related to results formulated in 
Section 1. We have found it convenient to subdivide the rather voluminous 
Section 4, which deals with various connections between real and complex 
methods for n-tuples, into six subsections 4A, 4B,..., 4F. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS FOR INTERPOLATION SPACES 
GENERATED WITH RESPECT TO IPTUPLES OF BANACH SPACES 
1.1. DEFINITION. For any positive integer n a Banach n-tuple (or com- 
patible Banach n-tuple) is an ordered set of n Banach spaces A= 
(A,, AZ,..., A,) all of which are linearly and continuously embedded in a 
Hausdorff topological vector space @ which we shall call the containing 
space. We remark that the specification of % and of the embedding of each 
A, into “2 are essential parts of the specification of A, as will be clear below 
(see Theorem 1.32). 
i. The K and J Spaces of Sparr 
We begin by considering the real interpolation spaces generated with 
respect to the n-tuple A by the J and K methods of Sparr. A detailed study 
of these spaces can be found in [Sp]. They are of course generalizations of 
the spaces (A,, A,),,,. We recall their construction in the course of the 
following three definitions. (Similar spaces have also been studied by 
Yoshikawa [Y] and other authors cited in [Sp].) 
1.2. DEFINITION. (i) For any given Banach n-tuple A let d(A) = 
A,nA,n ... n A, with norm ll~l~~,~,=rnax,= l,z ,,,,. n II&,. More generally, 
for any n-tuple of positive numbers i= (tr. t,,..., t,), we may equivalently 
renorm d(A) by the J-functional 
J(i, d)=;~p,y ‘jI141.s,, for each a E d(A). 1 . 
(ii) Let Z(J)=A,+A,+ ... +A, with norm 
where the intimum is taken over all decompositions of ~1, a = c;=, uj with 
aj E Aj, j= 1, 2,..., n. Z(A) is of course contained in %. More generally, 
for any n-tuple i as above, we may equivalently renorm Z(A) by the 
K-functional 
K(i,a;A)=inf i tjIlujlla,. 
,=I 
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1.3. DEFINITION. Let ZY”, be the set of all n-tuples B = (e,, c?~,..., 0,) of 
numbers in (0,l) such that c;= i 0,= 1. For each Banach n-tuple 2, each 
BE H”, and each p E [ 1, co] we let &,p;K be the space of all elements 
a E Z(A) for which the norm 
(1.4) 
is finite. Here the symbol i-O stands for the product t;Ol t;@. . . tie” and p 
is the measure (dt, dt2..-dt,-l)/(t, t2”’ tnpl) supported on the set 
E={(t& ,..., tnpl, 1)1tj>0,j=1,2 ,..., n-l)c[W”,. 
1.5. Remark. Since the K-functional has the homogeneity property 
K(li, a; A) = K(i, a; A) for each A > 0 (where li= (At,, ;ItZ,..., At,)) one 
can replace p by other measures supported on other sets in rW; and still 
obtain the same norm. These matters are treated in detail in Section 3 
of CSPI. 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let 2, 8, p, p, and E be as in Definition 1.3. Then the 
space AB,p;J is defined to consist of all those elements a E Z(A) which have 
a representation of the form 
u = I 44 Mtl, (1.7) E 
where u(t) is a strongly Bore1 measurable d(A) valued function on E which 
is absolutely (i.e., Bochner) integrable on all compact subsets of E and 
satisfies 
UP 
(i-‘J(i, u(i); A))p dp(i) < co. (1.8) 
The nom II all A~,~, is the infimum of the values of the integral (1.8) over all 
such representations (1.7) of a. 
1.9. Remark. (i) The integral (1.7) can be conveniently interpreted in 
the weak sense, i.e., (a, f) =jE (u(fl, 1) dp(t) for all leC(A)’ (cf. [Sp, 
Remark 4.31). 
(ii) Using the homogeneity of the J-functional one can replace ,u by 
other measures supported on other sets in UP without changing the norm 
on AB,p;J, exactly as for AB,p;K (cf. Remark 1.5). 
In the case of Banach couples A = (A,, A,) much use is made of the 
important fact that the spaces AB,p;J and AB,p;K coincide to within 
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equivalence of norms. For n > 2 this result remains true for certain special 
Banach n-tuples. However, in general it fails, as is shown by an example of 
a Banach triple A = (A 1, A,, A3) due essentially to Yoshikawa. Instead we 
have only the inclusion AB,p:J c A,,;,. For details of these matters we refer 
to [Sp], in particular Section 5 and p. 265. Yoshikawa’s counterexample 
could be considered as somewhat “artificial” since it has the property that 
d(A)= (0) and consequently also AB,p:f= (0). We are thus left with the 
question of whether the spaces Ag,p;J_and A,,;, coincide when, as is the 
case in many “natural” examples, A(A) is nontrivial or even dense in each 
A,, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
The following example and its corollary provide a negative answer to 
this question. 
1.10. EXAMPLE. Let 0 E H: . For each r > 0 there exists a triple A = A’ 
of two-dimensional Hilbert spaces such that V, Z rV, where V, and V, 
denote the volumes (areas) of the unit balls of A,,,:, and AB.Z;K, respec- 
tively. 
The details of the construction of A’ are given in Section 3. 
1.11. COROLLARY. There exists a Banach triple 2 such that A(A) is 
dense in Aj for j= 1, 2, 3, but A,,;, is strictly smaller than A8,21K. 
A is obtained by a simple construction using direct sums of spaces from 
the triples A’ for an unbounded sequence of values of r (see Remark 3.14). 
(ii). The Complex Interpolation Spaces of Favini-Lions 
We next consider a generalization of the complex interpolation spaces 
[A,, A,], (see, e.g., [BL, Chap. 43) for Banach n-tuples. We shall use 
essentially the same definition as suggested by Lions [L] which yields 
spaces which have been studied in detail by Favini [Fa]. 
1.12. DEFINITION. Let d be a Banach n-tuple and let 
z=(z1,z2 ,..., z,-,)~V~~I0<Rez~<l, 
n-1 
j= 1, 2,..., n-1,0< c Rezj<l . 
j=l 
Let 0 denote the closure (in C”- ‘) of Q and let aQji, j= 1,2,..., n, denote 
the n components of the distinguished boundary of Q. Thus, for 
j= 1, 2 ,..., n- 1, 
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and 
asz,={z~SZIRez,=O,k=1,2 ,..., n-l}. 
Let &‘(A) denote the space of continuous bounded functions S: 
B --) Z(A) such that 
(i) f is holomorphic in 52, 
(ii) for each j= 1, 2,..., n the restriction off to 8Qj is a continuous 
and bounded Aj valued function which vanishes at infinity. 
X(A) is normed by 
llfll~(,T) = suP( Ilf(z)ll,4,1 z E as2j9 j= l3 2,**.9 nI. 
For each 0 = (0,, &,..., 0,) E H”, the space [Ale is defined by 
ems= {fub b,..., L,)lf~wa) 
with norm 
Ibll cAlo =inf( llfll,,n,If(~l~ L.., en- A = 4. 
1.13. Remark. A more symmetric formulation of this definition could 
be obtained by replacing the domain Q by 
Q*= Z=(21,Z~,...,Z,)Ec=n 
{ 
jcl zj= 1, Re zje (0, 11, 
j = 1, 2,..., n 
i 
whose distinguished boundary is the union of the sets 
X2,,= {zEGJRezj= 11, j = 1, 2 )...) n. 
Each YES(A) corresponds to a unique function g: Dz, + Z(A) with 
analogous properties, defined by g(z,, z2 ,..., z,) = g(z,, zz ,..., z,- 1, 
1 -~~I~ Zj)=f(Zl, Zz,..-, Z”-1). 
1.14. Remark. Favini in fact uses a slightly different space of analytic 
functions on Sz, which we shall denote here by Si(A). It is defined and nor- 
med exactly like X’(K) except that Ilf(z)llA, is not required to vanish at 
infinity on XJj. However, it is easy to see that [Ale = (f(e,, e2,..., 8,-i) ( 
0 %(A)) and l141cAle =infWllJpncA,If~ %(A), f(h fb,..., LA = 4 
since, for each fe S1(A) and 6 > 0, the function fa E S(R), where fs(z) = 
e6~;=;‘(zi-e#jo) and Ilfalls(A, <ecn-lja 
for us to use Y?(A) rather than 
llfll JrqCTj. It is often more convenient 
Si(A) in view of Lemma 1.16. 
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It should also be pointed out that both Favini’s and our definitions differ 
from Lions’ in that more stringent continuity conditions ((ii) above) are 
imposed on the boundary values of functions in Z(A) and $(A). For a 
discussion of different boundary conditions encountered in complex inter- 
polation methods and an example showing that they may lead to different 
interpolation spaces see [CJ J. 
Our first result concerning these spaces relates them to those of Sparr. 
1.15. THEOREM. For every Banach n-tuple 2 and every 0 E H”, 
and the norm of the inclusion mapping is at most 1. 
Proof: See Subsection 4A. 
(For a related result for n-tuples of Hilbert spaces see Theorem 1.24.) 
The following lemma generalizes a result of Calderon [Ca, Sect. 9.21 and 
can be proved via multiple Fourier series and a fairly straightforward 
adaptation of arguments used in [Ca, Sect. 23.21. We have provided an 
alternative somewhat more direct proof in Subsection 4B. 
1.16. LEMMA. The set of all functions of the form 
g(z)=g(z1,z2 ,..., ~,~,)=e’~~~~~ f e’&.“a k 
k-l 
is dense in X(A), where 6 > 0, N is any positive integer, 1, = 
tnk, 1) Ak,2,-., Ak,n ~ 1 )ER’-‘, (&, z)=c;:j lk,jz, and a,Ed(?!). 
It follows of course from this lemma that d(A) is dense in [A],. This 
generalizes Teorema 9 of [Fa, p. 2691. 
iii. The “St. Louis” Spaces 
We next relate the Favini-Lions spaces to a different kind of complex 
interpolation spaces introduced by Coifman, Cwikel, Rochberg, Sagher, 
and Weiss [Cl, C2, C3] which we shall call “St. Louis” spaces for the sake 
of brevity. (Subsequent results concerning these spaces can be found in, 
e.g., [CF, Hl, H2, 52, Rl, R2, RWl, RW2, RW3]; cf. also the spaces 
introduced by Krein and Nikolova [KNl, KN2, N], i.e., “Voronei” 
spaces.) In fact the St. Louis spaces can be defined with respect to an 
infinite family of Banach spaces. (See the above references and Sect. 2.) 
However, at this stage we consider only the special case where they are 
generated by a Banach n-tuple A. Thus we use a simply connected domain 
D in the complex plane whose boundary r is a rectifiable simple closed 
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curve. We let i== (r,, r2 ,..., r,,} be an n-tuple of pairwise disjoint subsets 
of r, each measurable (with respect to harmonic measure), and whose - - 
union is r. B = %(A, r) shall denote the space of A(A) valued functions 
obtained by taking all finite sums of all functions of the form p(w) a where 
a E A(A) and p(w) is a scalar valued bounded analytic function on D. Thus, 
for each gE 9, the nontangential limit lim,,, g(w) = g(y) exists for a.e. - - 
y E r. Let 9 = 8(A, r) denote the completion of 9 with respect to the 
norm I( gl),(,- r) = ess sup{ 1) g(y)\1 a,) j = 1,2,..., n, y E rj} Clearly 9 is a 
space of analytic Z:(A) valued functions on D whose boundary values are in 
Ai for a.e. y E r,. Now we can define the St. Louis spaces A [[I, or (using a 
notation more appropriate to the present context) Arr,,r for each fixed 
iED by 
- - 
4r,,r= m1f~w4 m 
with norm II4 YQ~,,~ =inf{Ilfll~ca,nIf~~t(~,~),f(5)=a}. 
We shall denote harmonic measure on r at a point [ E D by P,, i.e., the 
Poisson integral of a function f on r is u(5) = Srf(y) dP,(y). 
A relation between the St. Louis and Favini-Lions spaces is given by the 
following theorem. 
1.17. THEOREM (Peetre). Let A be a Banach n-tuple. Then for each 
c E D and each partition P = (r, , r2 ,..., r,} of r as above 
where 8 = (8 1 ,..., 0,) is defined by O,i= P,(Tj), j= 1, 2 ,..., n. The norm of the 
inclusion mapping is at most 1. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Subsection 4C. - 
For n=2 the spaces [AIs and AciI,r (with 0 and [ related as above) 
coincide with inequality of norms [C3, Theorem 5.11 and therefore, in this 
case, the construction of St. Louis spaces is “rearrangement invariant” in 
the sense that if i=* = (r:,..., r,*} is a second partition of r into disjoint 
measurable subsets such that P((K”) = P&r,) for j= 1, 2,..., n, then - 
A [(,,I=* = &, r* Our next example shows that this “rearrangement 
invariance” fa’ils when n > 3 (and even in a certain sense when n >, 2.1834). 
1.18. EXAMPLE. Let D be the unit disc and let its boundary r be 
divided into three arcs of equal length r, , Tz, r3. For each m > 0 there 
exists a triple of Banach spaces of analytic functions 2” = (AT, AT, AT) 
and elements x, E AT n A? n A? for which (1x,1( ;i~o,~ > mllx,(J z;6,,r, where 
r= {r, , r2, r, } and r* = { r3, r,, r, }. The spaces A? may be taken to 
be isometric images of the disc algebra or of the Hardy class HP(D) for any 
PE CL co). 
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The details of this construction are given in Subsection 4D where the 
reader may also find an example (Example 4.7) of an infinite interpolation 
family {A(Y)),,~ of two-dimensional spaces which has similar properties. 
1.19. COROLLARY. There exists a Banach triple 2 such that, for F and 
F* as above, Acol,r # Acol,r*. 
The construction uses Example 1.18 and a simple direct sum procedure, 
such as in Corollary 1.11 and Remark 3.14, In particular if we use l2 direct 
sums of spaces isometric to H2(D) we may obtain a triple of Hilbert spaces 
with this property. 
1.20. COROLLARY. The inclusion [AIs c Aci,,r of Theorem 1.17 is strict 
in general. 
Proof: Suppose on the contrary that [d]s=Acil,r whenever 0= 
(0 
- - 
1 ,..., 0,) and r?= {r,, r?,..., r, } satisfy Pr(Tj) = Q,. Then for r, r* and A 
as in the preceding corollary and 8 = (f, f, f) we have Aco,.r= [Ale = - 
ACo,,r* which is a contradiction. 
1.21. Remark. The above examples also lead us to make some (rather 
discouraging) observations concerning the duals of Favini-Lions spaces. 
Favini showed [Fa, Teorema 10, p. 2721 that [A;, A;, A;], c 
[A,, A,, AI]; whenever d(A) is dense in A,, A2, A3 and [A,, A,, A,]@. 
(In fact, density in [A,, A?, A,le is always assured by Lemma 1.16.) 
At first sight, it would seem reasonable to conjecture, by analogy with the 
description of the dual of [A,, A,],, that the above inclusion is in 
fact an equality, at least when the spaces A, are reflexive. However, as we 
show in Subsection 4D, Remark 4.8, such a result is not true in general 
since for each m > 0 we can construct a triple of finite-dimensional 
spaces P= (Y,, Y2, Y,) and an element y such that llvll ryi, ,,$, rile/ 
IIYII rr,. y,. Y17n, > m. Despite this setback to characterizing such dual spaces 
(or maybe because of it) Peetre (see [ P2]) has succeeded in obtaining 
a description of the dual spaces of the complex interpolation spaces of 
Fernandez (see below and [F2]) which have a definition roughly analogous 
to that of [Alo. 
1.22. QUESTION. By Theorem 1.17 we in fact have [AIs c n,-Ar(,.r for 
every n-tuple d where the intersection is taken over the class of all decom- 
positions of r, T= { rl , r2 ,..., r,} for which Pl(Ti) = t9,, j= 1, 2 ,..., n. Do 
these two spaces coincide? (By an obvious conformal map argument the 
above intersection of St. Louis spaces will be the same whether we consider 
[ fixed or variable.) 
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The following theorem taken in combination with Theorems 1.15 and 
1.17 provides an n-tuple analogue of the Lions-Peetre inclusions 
(Al, A2)e,l = CA,, A&c (A,, 4,+, CBL Theorem 4.7.1, p. 1021. 
1.23. THEOREM. (i) Let A= (A,, A*,..., A,) be a Banach n-tuple and 
OEH”+. Then 
me c &m;K. 
(ii) rf r= (r,, r2,..., r,,} is a partition of the rectifiable boundary r 
of the simply connected domain D such that, for some point < E D, P,(rj) = 6, 
for j= 1, 2 ,..., n, then 
A [l;l,rc &rn,K. 
The norms of the inclusion mappings in (i) and (ii) are both at most 1. 
Proof See Subsection 4E. 
iv. The Case of n-tuples of Hilbert Spaces 
If (A,, A,) is a couple of Hilbert spaces then the above inclusions 
between real and complex interpolation spaces can be sharpened to yield 
(A,, A&= [A,, A,],. (See, e.g. [Pl]). Analogously, in the case where 
A= (A,, Az,..., A,) is an n-tuple of Hilbert spaces, it might be expected that 
we can obtain sharpened forms of Theorems 1.15 and 1.23. We shall 
present one partial result in this direction. 
1.24. THEOREM. Let A= (A,, AZ,..., A,,) be a compatible n-tuple of 
Hilbert spaces. Then for any 0 E H”, , 
- - 
CAls c AB,z;., 
with continuous inclusion. 
The proof, in Subsection 4F, implicitly contains the idea of identifying 
AB,Z;J with a variant of the Favini-Lions space which is constructed replac- 
ing %(A) by a similar space Z2(A) normed by Ilf (( Ju2t61 =
(c;= I San, Ilf(z)lli, dmj(z))li2 (mj is an (n - 1)-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure on 8s;zi). We shall not pursue this idea systematically here. One 
could also consider Favini-Lions type spaces corresponding to similar use 
of &‘“(A) for other values of p. We are dealing here with vector’valued 
analogues of spaces, HP spaces on tubes, for which there is a well- 
developed theory (see [SW, Chap. III]; cf. also [DGV].) 
In the case n = 2 all choices of p in the above construction yield the same 
complex interpolation spaces (see, e.g., [Pl]). It is natural to ask whether 
this also happens if n 2 3. 
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Concerning possible relations between A,,:, or AB,Z;K and the 
corresponding St. Louis spaces, let us note that in view of Remark 3.15 the 
space Ari,,r cannot coincide with either of its real method analogues A0,2;J, 
A,,;,. This could also be shown using an argument similar to that used to 
prove Corollary 1.20. (Here again, as before, i== (r, , r,,..., r,, } and 0, = 
P&T,).) The estimates of Remark 3.15 suggest that it is plausible to conjec- 
ture that AB,z;J~Aci,,~cAe,z;K. Another natural question, related to this 
conjecture and the preceding question concerning Favini-Lions spaces and 
their Lp generalizations, is whether for an n-tuple of Banach spaces all of 
Fourier type p (see [M2, M3, Pl]) one can obtain 
- 
A~,~;JcA~~,.~cA~,~,,K. 
v. The Real and Complex Interpolation Spaces of Fernandez 
Fernandez [Fl, F2] has introduced versions of the real and complex 
methods for 2”-tuples. His methods are similar to the Sparr and 
Favini-Lions methods defined above, but with the simplex replaced by an 
n-cube. For simplicity we will only treat the case of four spaces here, 
although the results easily extend to the general case. Following Fernandez’ 
notation we will denote Banach 4-tuples by A= (A,, A,,, Aol, A,,). Then 
for t, , t, > 0 and a in d(A) or E(A) the J- and K-functionals of Fernandez 
are defined, respectively, by 
and 
K(t,, t,, a; 2) 
= inf ~Il~~ollA~+~lll/l~10llA,o+~Zll~OlllAo,+flfZll~llllA,,~. a = ql f a,0 + a01 +O,l 
Given 0,) 19~ E (0, 1) and p,, p2 E [ 1, co] Fernandez defines the space 
~eI.eI.PLP2:J to consist of all elements a E Z(A) which can be represented in 
the form a= J: Jc u(tl, t2)(dt, dt,/t, t2), where u(t,, t2) is a strongly 
measurable d(A) valued function satisfying 
(1: [t;e2(m” 
(ty.I(t,, t,, u(t,, tz); A))Pl $q’“‘y-)I”‘< co. 
Similarly &,.82, p,, p2;K consists of all a E Z(A) which satisfy 
(jam [tTe2 (IoX (tFelK(tl, t,, a; A))p’ dtl -J1’p’y-?yp2<m 
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These spaces are normed in the obvious way. 
For the definition of complex interpolation spaces Fernandez uses a 
space H(A) of Z(A) valued continuous bounded functionsf(z,, z2) defined 
on the region in @* 
which are analytic in the interior and continuous bounded Ajlh valued 
functions of (yr , yz) when restricted to the corresponding component 
((jr + iyr, j, + iy2) 1 y,, y, E R} of the distinguished boundary of S*, 
(j, = 0, 1, j, = 0, 1). H(A) is normed by 
llfll H(R) = sup{ IlKi, + bI, j2 + b2)ll a,,j2 I jI, j2 = 0, 1, Y,, y2 6 R} 
and for or, e2 E (0, 1) the space [A; 8,) 8,] consists of all elements of the 
form a =f(0,, 0,) with an obvious quotient norm. 
As above (cf. Example 1.10) we wish to investigate whether the .I and K 
spaces coincide in this context. An example has been given by Asekritova 
[A] where they do not, but in her case (cf. the example of Yoshikawa men- 
tioned above) d(A) = (0). Th e complex method spaces of Fernandez have 
also been studied by Dore, Guidetti, and Venni [DGV] who were led 
independently, and for different purposes, to consider a counterexample 
having some similarity with ours below. 
We shall calculate the above spaces for certain values of the parameters 
when the 4-tuple A is “diagonally equal”. 
1.25. EXAMPLES. Let A= (A,, Alo, Aol, A,,) satisfy A,, = A,, = B,, 
A,, = A,, = B, for any Banach couple (B,, B2). Then 
[A; f, $]= B, n B,, (1.26) 
A 1/2,1/2,1,1;J=B1 n&y (1.27) 
(1.28) 
A 1/2,1/2,m,m;K= B, + B2, (1.29) 
- - 
A1,2,,,2,1,1;~fAl/2.1/2,1,1;K except in some trivial cases. (1.30) 
For details of these calculations see Section 5. 
1.31. Remark. Example (1.30) suggests that there is an inaccuracy in 
[Fl, Theorem 3.41. Equivalence of the J and K methods of Fernandez 
would imply, by an argument due to Milman [Ml], that the real method 
spaces of Fernandez could be obtained by reiteration of the real method for 
couples. 
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vi. Dependence on the Containing Space 
The final and perhaps, at first sight, the most surprising phenomenon 
which we shall discuss in this section exhibits the essential roles of the con- 
taining space % both in determining the interpolation spaces generated by 
a given n-tuple for n 3 3 and also in the formulation of interpolation 
theorems. 
For the sake of comparison we first remark that, if (A,, A,) and (II,, II*) 
are Banach couples such that Aj is isomorphic to Bj, j= 1,2, and the 
isomorphism maps T, : A 1 + B, , T, : A, + B, coincide on A, n A, and so 
define an isomorphism of A, n A, onto B, n B2, then we can also extend 
T1 and T2 to define a (consistent) isomorphism T between A, + A, and 
B1 + B2 and deduce that [A,, Azle and (A,, A,)8.p are isomorphic to 
LB,, &I, and to (B,, BZh.pT respectively. This seems completely obvious 
(but we might begin to doubt it after reading what is to follow). We simply 
let Ta= T,a, + T,a, where a = a, + a2, ajE Aj and show that Ta is 
independent of the choice of decomposition a = a, + a2. 
This remark means, in other words, that we can embed A, and A2 in dif- 
ferent containing spaces @ or V” and, provided A, and AZ always intersect 
in the same way, these different embeddings will not change the inter- 
polation spaces generated by (A,, A?). 
For three or more spaces the situation is drastically different: 
1.32. THEOREM. Let 2 = (A,, A,, AX) be a triple of Banach spaces con- 
tinuously embedded in a Banach space !& and let 2, denote an interpolation 
space generated by A using any of the methods discussed above and contain- 
ing A(,?) densely. Suppose further that 2, contains an element a, which is 
not in any of the spaces A, + A,, A,+ A,, A,+ A,. Then there exists a 
triple B = ( B, , B,, B3) of Banach spaces, all embedded continuously in a 
Banach space 3-, and a linear map S from A(B) to (AA) such that 
sup IIW.z,lllbll~,= 00 
despite the fact that for j= 1, 2, 3, 
sup IIWl.,lllbll~,= 1 
bsA(i?) 
and indeed S is the common restriction to A(B) of three linear maps S,: 
Bj -+ Aj which also agree on pairwise intersections and define isometries 
between Aj and Bj and also between A, n A, and B, n B, for j, k = 1,2, 3. 
Proof: See Section 6, which also contains some further related remarks. 
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T\ 
-+ &,,:, - &,m;K 
(For Hilbert n-tuples 
whenpa2) 
I/ 
C& 
Favini-Lions 
Space 
’ ‘GIJ 
St. Louis 
Space 
FIG. 1. Inclusions between various interpolation spaces generated with respect to an n- 
tuple A = (A, ,..., A,) of compatible Banach spaces. The spaces in the first two lines are 
generated by the J and K methods of Sparr, with 1 < p < q < co. Each solid line arrow points 
from a given space towards another which contains it. All these inclusions are known to be 
strict in general, and the inclusion maps are continuous. The dotted line arrow represents an 
inclusion which holds when Aj, j= 1, 2 ,..., n, are all Hilbert spaces and ~22, but may fail to 
hold otherwise. f  = {r,, f2,..., m} is a partition of r, the boundary curve of a domain con- 
taining z such that Pz(rj) = O,, j= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
2. EXTENSIONS OF THE METHODS OF SPARR AND FAVINI-LIONS 
TO THE CASE OF INFINITE FAMILIES OF BANACH SPACES. 
As pointed out in [Cl, p. 2741, the construction of the St. Louis spaces 
A [z] from a given interpolation family {A(y)},,, may be likened to solv- 
ing a Dirichlet problem where the values of the “boundary function” A(y) 
and its “Poisson integral” A[z] are Banach spaces rather than numbers or 
elements of some vector space. Developing this analogy further we could 
say that, for a given n-tuple A, the space Ar,,;r can be considered as a sort 
of “Poisson integral” at z of the “simple function” A(y) = CT= I AjXq(y). We 
shall start by thinking of the processes of calculating the spaces [Ale, 
A,,., and AB,p;K also as processes akin to “integration” of the same simple 
function A(y) = xi”= i Ajxl;(r). The mechanism which will enable us to 
make the transition from these spaces to their new counterparts, defined for 
infinite interpolation families {A(y)} y E r, will be reminiscent of the transi- 
tion from integration of simple functions to integration of more general 
functions. 
In this context the curve r used for constructing the St. Louis spaces can 
just as well be replaced by an arbitrary measure space (r, 9, Z) where Z is 
a probability measure (corresponding to harmonic measure on r at z in 
the case where r is a curve). 
We shall begin by restating some obvious things about integration and 
(real valued) simple and measurable functions. The notions to be discussed 
60716613.3 
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and the ‘notation for them have been chosen to permit an easy 
generalization to a parallel “integration/interpolation” theory for 
“functions” whose values are Banach spaces. This theory will yield the 
constructions we require. 
A. A Scalar or “One-Dimensional” Model of the Theory 
Let 2 be a probability measure on a o-algebra of subsets of an abstract 
set I’. Let A denote an arbitrary real valued function on r which satisfies 
the inequalities 
O<A(y)d@ (2.1) 
for all y E r where % is a fixed positive number. 
By a partition of r we shall mean a finite collection i=‘= (r,, r,,..., m} 
of disjoint measurable subsets of r, each of positive Z-measure, such that 
Z(P,uJ= , I”) = 0. (The seemingly more natural requirement that r= 
u;= I rj would lead to a technical problem as we shall see in a moment.) 
Let 9 denote the set of all such partitions. For each FE 9 let Ar denote 
the simple function which assumes the value supyeT, A(y) on rj for each rj 
in i=. Similarly let Ar denote the simple function which assumes the value 
inf, E r, A(y) on r,. Define the “upper and lower exponentiated sums” of 
1ogA on Fbby 
U(A, F, Z) = exp jr log A’(Y) WY) 
and 
VA, r, Z) = exp jrlog AT(Y) WY). 
Clearly 0 < L(A, i=‘, Z) Q U(A, r, Z) < %. - - 
Now let 0, r be partitions in B such that 0 is a refinement of r (mean- 
ing of course that each Qj of fi is a subset of some r, of r). We shall 
denote this by the notation Q > i? Obviously 
L(A, S=& Z) 2 L(A, r, 2) (2.2) 
and 
U(A, a, Z) < U(A, i=, Z). (2.3) 
Clearly 9 is a directed set with respect to the partial ordering >. (This 
would not be the case if we required r= U;=, ri.) The estimates (2.2) and 
(2.3) imply the existence of the generalized limits: 
lim L(A, 1?, Z) = sup L(A, r, Z) 
I-eB i-e9 
(2.4) 
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and 
fi? U(A, i=, Z) = 2; U(A, i=, Z). (2.5) 
E 
These are the exponential lower and upper integrals of log A with respect 
to Z and it is convenient to denote them here by L(A, Z) and U(A, Z), 
respectively. Clearly L(A, Z) = U(A, Z) if and only if A is a measurable 
function on (r, Z) in which case 
L(A, Z) = U(A, Z) = exp Jrlog A(y) dZ(y). 
A trivial instance in which this occurs is when A is a simple function 
assuming constant values on each set r’ of some partition FE 9. In this 
case we also have L(A, 0, Z) = U(A,O,Z) = L(A, Z) = U(A, Z) for all 
BEP with w>i=, since ofcourse A=Ar=Ar=A”=Aa. 
B. Basic Definitions for the General Theory: 
“Fun?tions” Taking Values in a Class of Banach Spaces 
Let us now consider the analogue of the above in the context of a 
“function” A on r whose “values” A(y) are each Banach spaces rather than 
numbers. Here we shall define the “inequality” E < F between two Banach 
spaces to mean that E c F and 11x11 F< 11x11 E for each x E E. Thus we require 
the existence of a fixed Banach space % such that A(y) < @ for all y E K 
(This is in fact the analogue of (2.1) since we of course have (0) < 
A(y) < %.) We shall call a family of Banach spaces {A(y) 1 y E r} which has 
this property a bounded family on IY (This is of course reminiscent of the 
notion of interpolation family as defined in [C3, Definition 2.1, p. 2061.) 
We next define “simple functions” AT and A’ for any F= 
(r,, r,,..., m} E ~9 by AT(S) = infvE,, A(y) and Ar(s) = supYEr, A(y) for all 
6 E rj and all j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Here inf,,. r, A(y) is the Banach space consisting 
of all elements aEn,,,A(y) for which IIaIIin~~,ra(Y)=~~~yE~ IlallAcyJ is 
finite (it may in some cases be the trivial space (0) ,’ and supYE A(y) is the 
Banach space consisting of elements a E @ of the form a = C, E r, u(y) (con- 
vergence in ‘%) where U(Y)E A(y) for all y ~~~ and Cye,- llu(y)ll.(,,< co. 
This latter space is normed by (lallSUpyc~,A(yj = infCYEG lIu(yjll.(,,, where the 
infimum is taken over all representations CYEr, u(y) as above for a. 
The “ranges” of each of the “functions” Ar and A’ are compatible 
n-tuples of Banach spaces, each with containing space a: 
Ar(r) = (sup A(Y), sup A(y),..., sup A(y)). 
Y E r1 Y E r2 ver. 
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We can now define three analogues of the exponentiated upper and lower 
sums U(A, r, Z) and L(A, i=, Z) corresponding, respectively, to the Sparr 
K spaces, Sparr J spaces and Favini-Lions spaces. Thus, for each 
PE [l, co] and each i== {r,, r, ,..., T,} ~9, define 
8 = o(r) = (k’,, 8, ,..., t9,) E H; 
by setting 
and let 
ej = Z( I-,), j= 1, 2,..., n 
- 
Lx&% r, Z) = (Mm7.,:K 
and 
- 
L./AA K Z) = (~,(~)h,,:J 
up to equivalence of norms (see below). We also take 
JL,(A, r Z)= CA.(Ul, 
with equality of norms. The spaces UK. p, U, p, and UFL are defined 
analogously using the n-tuple A r(T) in place of Ar(r). There is also a 
fourth analogue corresponding to St. Louis spaces. In this case we must of 
course assume that r is a rectifiable simple closed curve constituting the 
boundary of a domain D c @. We shall take Z = P, to be harmonic 
measure on r at some fixed point 2 E D. Then, as in the notation used 
above in Theorem 1.17, we take 
and 
with equality of norms. It will be convenient to collectively denote these 
various spaces by the notation L,(A, i=, Z) and U,(A, T, Z) where A4 
stands for any of the “methods” J,p, K,p, FL, or St.L and where it will 
always be understood that if M = St.L then r and Z= Pz are necessarily of 
the form specified above. 
For completeness we shall also define all these spaces for the case n = 1, 
(r= { ri }) by adopting the convention that for a “1-tuple” A = (A ,) each 
of the spaces [A],, (A)B,p;K, and (A),,;, coincide with A, with equality of 
norms. (This is also automatically true for (A)c,,,r.) 
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C. Monotonicity of L, and U, Spaces 
with Respect to Refinement of Partitions of r 
The next and relatively lengthy step is to show that each of the above 
spaces L, and U, satisfies the analogues of (2.2) and (2.3), 
for any bounded family {A(y) 1 y E r} and any partitions 0, r~ 9 satisfy- 
ing 0 > i=. It s&ices to do this in the case where i= = { rl, r, ,..., r,} and 
a= {Q,,sZ, ,..., Sz,,,} with J’,=Q,uQ,+, and rj=Qj for j=l,2 ,..., 
n - 1. We can then obtain the general result by successive applications of 
this case, since the definitions of each of the spaces L,(A, 7, Z) and 
U&A, i=. Z) and their norms are independent of the order in which we 
label the sets in i? 
Since Ls,,(A, F, P,) is obtained by applying the construction in [C3, 
Definition 2.3, p. 2091 to the interpolation family {Ar(r) 1 y E r} and since 
for all y E r, AT(r) d All(y) we immediately obtain that Ls,,,(A, r, P,) < 
L,,,(A, 8, P,). Similarly, since AT(r) > Aa for all y E r, we deduce that 
U,,.,M Q P,) d U,,,M r P;). 
To obtain (2.6) and (2.7) for Favini-Lions spaces we need the following 
“reducibility” property of these spaces (see [Fa, p. 2631 for a special case 
of this result). 
2.8. LEMMA. Let i?=(E,, E2 ,..., E,) be a compatible n-tuple of Banach 
spaces. Define the compatible (n + 1)-tuple F= (F,, F,,..., F,,+ 1) by Ej= F, 
for j= 1, 2,..., n-l and F,,=F,,+l = E, with equality of norms. Then, 
f or each tl=(a1,a2,...ra,+1)~H”++’ and each corresponding fl= 
(a,, azr..., a, ~ 1, a,, + a,, + 1) E H”, 3 
Cq7= CFI, (2.9) 
with equality of norms. 
Proof. Suppose first that aEIPIB and let f=f(z1,z2,...,z,,)E%(F) 
with f(al, az,..., a,,) = a. For any fixed zI, z~,..., z,~~ all having zero real 
part, f is a continuous bounded E, valued function of z, vanishing at 
infinity on the line z, = 1 + it, - cc < t < cc, corresponding to points in 
aa,,, and also on the line z, = it, -cc < t < co, corresponding to points in 
asL n+ i. Since f is also a continuously bounded c(E) valued function of z, 
on the strip ,!?= (zn IO < re z, < 1 } and analytic in (z,, 1 0 < re z, < 1 }, f 
must equal the Poisson integral of its boundary values and thus be a con- 
tinuous E, valued function of z, on all of S, which vanishes at infinity. 
Furthermore, 
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sup Ilf(itl, it2,..., it,- 1, =n)ll E” 
zn E s 
= ,E;,;ro,I Ilf(itlt if2,..., if,-,,j+it)llEnG llfll,,~,. 
Therefore the function g= g(z,, z2 ,..., zn- ,) defined by 
is in the space X’(E) and l/gll,,(E,< lljll.,(F,. Since g(ol,, IX~,..., IX,-i)= 
f(a, 3 @?,..., a,,) =a it follows that [F], c [E], and indeed, by taking the 
inlimum over all functions f as above, we obtain that [F] r d [E] 8. 
Conversely, if a E [EID and a = g(a, , az ,..., c(, ~ , ) where g E H(E), let J 
be defined simply by f(z,, zz ,..., z,) = g(z,, z2 ,..,, zn ~ ,). It is obvious that 
~EYY(F) and, furthermore, that [El17< [F],. 1 
We now apply Lemma 2.8 to the n-tuple E = AT(Z) where we also 
choose a = B(Q) = (Z(T,), Z(T,),..., Z(T,- 1), Z(Q,), Z(Q,+ r)) so that fl= 
o(r)= (Z(T,), Z(T,),..., Z(T,)). Since Fn= F,,,, = E,=inf,,G,n A(y)< 
q E R, A(y) for j=n, n+ 1 it follows that [Elfi= [F],< [Ao], which is 
precisely (2.6) for M = FL. A very similar argument yields (2.7) for 
M=FL. 
Before establishing (2.6) and (2.7) for spaces generated by the Sparr K 
and J methods we first have to choose suitable norms for these spaces as 
follows: 
For any r= {r,, r2 ,..., r,,) with 8= (O,, O2 ,..., Q,z) where O,=Z(T,), 
j= 1, 2 ,..., n, define 
and 
for 1 <p < co. Similarly we take 
bll L,,,cA.T,Zl = 
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where l/p + l/p’= 1. (The above expressions (p”-’ n;=, Oj)“p and 
(p-1 ni”=, ej,p are taken to be 1 if p = co or p = 1, respectively. Note 
that they also equal 1 for all values of p in the special case n = 1.) 
As before, the key step is to establish a “reducibility” property, namely 
the following “quantitative” version of Proposition 6.3 of [Sp, p. 2701 (cf. 
also [Y, Propositions 4.4 and 4.51). 
2.10. LEMMA. 
- - 
Let E, F, a, and B be as in the statement of Lemma 2.8 Let 
1 < p < 00. Then the spaces E, p;K and FS.p;K coincide and, for all elements a 
in these spaces, 
Similarly the spaces E, p;J and &, p:J coincide and 
for all elements b of these spaces, 
Proof: If n = 1 then ,!? = (E) and F= (E, E) and, in accordance with the 
convention we have adopted above (see Subsect. B), the left-hand sides of 
(2.11) and (2.12) equal (Iall, and ~~b~~,, respectively. Since K(1, t, a; F)= 
min( 1, t)llallE, (2.11) follows by a straightforward integration. Note that for 
calculating Ilblls,g, the optimal choice of decomposition b = j? u(t) dt/t is 
of the form u(t)= p(t) b where p(t) is a nonnegative scalar function. Via 
Holder’s inequality, we see that 
0 * 
UP m  
inf (tea* max(1, t) q(t)” dt/t) 
v 0 > lj cp(t) W 0 
m 
I/P’ 
= 1 
i(J 
[t”*/max(l, t)]“’ dt/t 
> 
= (p’a,a,)“P’ 
0 
and the infimum is attained for suitable q(t). Since J( 1, t, u(t), F) = 
max(l, WWlls~ we obtain (2.12). Thus from here on we can assume that 
n 2 2. 
Let us first deal with K spaces (cf. [Sp, pp. 270,271 I). For any 
a E Z(E) = Z(F) and (t,, t2,..., t,, 1) E W;+ l we clearly have 
K(t,, t2, tn+1, a;&=K(t,,t, ,..., tnp,,min(t,,t,+,),a;E) 
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and also 
for 1 d p < 00 (cf. Definition 1.3 and Remark 1.5). We can now obtain 
(2.11) by replacing the integration with respect to the variables t, and t,+ , 
in the above multiple integral by integration with respect to a single real 
variable s in accordance with the identity: 
cc cc 
s s 
[f,“” t;Tl+’ dt, dt, + I 
0 0 cp(min(t,, r,+I))lp,~ ” n+l 
(2.13) 
which holds for any positive measurable function q(s). (To obtain (2.13) 
simply split the double integration into separate calculations on the two 
subsets where t, Q t,, , and where t, > t,, r, respectively.) We leave the 
details of the easy case p = co to the reader. 
Now we return to the case of .I spaces. This is essentially the dual of the 
result for K spaces but we choose to give a direct proof. For any 
b E d(E) = d(F) we clearly have 
Suppose then that b E Fe,,;J. Then there exists a strongly measurable d(F) 
valued function u on the set { (1, t,, t, ,..., t,,+ r) 1 tj > 0, j= 2, 3 ,..., n + 1 } c 
iwn,‘-’ such that 
and the expression 
m  
. 
0 1 
6’ [tz*‘...t;$+‘J(l, t, )...) tnfl,U(f2, t, )...) t,+,);F)]P 
0 
dt, x-..‘- 
t2 
is arbitrarily close to 11 bll Fe,P,J. Define the function u on 
((1, t2,..., t,) I tj > 0, j = 2, 3 )...) n > c lq 
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bY 
u( tz,..., t,) = 
I ; C4t 
ds 
* ,-.*, t,- 1, t,, 3) + u(t2, .. . . t,- 1, s, t,)l y. 
Clearly 10” *. . jr u( t2,..., t,)(dt2/t2.. . dt,/t,) = b and also 
J(L t2,..., t,, u(t2,..., t,); E) 
< l” [J(l t 
s , 2,...r I”, U(fZ,..., tn-I, t,, s); E) 0 
+J(l, t 2,“., tn, u(f2,..., 
= 2,...> t,, 5 u(t2,..., tn-1, t,, s); F) 
+ J( 1, t2,..., tn-1, s, t,, u(t 
An application of Holder’s inequality on the measure space consisting of 
two copies of [0, t,] shows that the preceding integral is dominated by 
[t;awan+’ J(l, t2 ,..., t,, S, u(t2 ,..., t,, s); F)IP 
+ [,-ant;an+‘J(l, t 
ds ‘lp 
2 ,...Y t,- L, s, t,, u(t2 ,.a., tn-19 s, t,); F)Yy 1 
X 
[, 
In [t %P’p”+lP 
0 
+ Sa.P’t;+lP’] !f]“P’ 
for all p~[l, co). The second factor equals t~+a-+l[(a,+a,+,)/ 
%%+1P ‘1 ‘lp’, so an appropriate integration of the above estimates show 
that b E i?~,~:~. By passing to an appropriate infimum we also have 
~~.+~,+~~~“P’ll~ll~~,p~,f~~‘~n~n+I~-1iP’ll~ll~~.p,,. (2.14) 
The preceding argument is essentially the same for p = co. 
Conversely, if b E ,!?B,P;J and b = j? . . . jr u(t2,..., t,)(dt,/t,) . . . (dtn/tn) 
with 
(l;j;**.Jb” [t;OLZ ,..., t~~~-lt,(DL”+OLn+I)J(l, t, ,..., t,,u(t2 ,..., t,);E)IP 
dt2 X-...- 
t2 
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arbitrarily close to 1161jEflB.P~, then we define u by 
( 
tz t,“:;; 
> 
P, 
4t2,..., t, + 1) = max(t,, t,, ,)an+an+I 4t*,..., tn-,r max(t,, t,+ 1)) (2.15) 
for p E (1, co]. Using the identity 
t> t”,;‘; P’ 4, dtn + 1 
max(t,, t,+ r)‘n+“n+l rp(max(t,, b+l)) t t n n+l 
(2.16) 
which is in fact a variant of (2.13) and which holds for any scalar or vector 
valued absolutely integrable function CJI, we deduce that 
cc CL 
s I . . . 
4 dtn+l (u,+c~+I) u(t*,..., tn+,)-...---= b. 
0 0 t2 t n+l P’W, + 1 
Furthermore, if p > co, 
Ct,““t;Jy+‘J(l, t, ,...) In+,, u(t, )...) t,, 1); F)]P 
= Cmax(f,, fn+l)-‘a~+‘~+I)J(l, t2,..., tn-l,max(t,, tn+,), 
4fZ,..., t,-,,max(t,, t,+,));E)IP 
X 
t>tz;‘l 
> 
(p’- l)P 
max(t,, tn+,)~n+an+l . 
(2.17) 
Since (p’ - 1) p = p’ we can invoke (2.16) again, taking the first factor on 
the “right-hand side” of (2.17) to be cp(max(t,, t,+ r)). After also multiply- 
ing by (t~**...t,;_“l-l)P and integrating with respect to the remaining 
variables, we obtain that b E Pti, p;J and 
This shows that (2.14) is in fact an equality and establishes (2.12), com- 
pleting the proof of the lemma for 1 < p -C 00. 
For p = co we simply use an alternative version of (2.17) where we 
(necessarily!) do not raise to the power p. The case p = 1 calls, however, for 
a different definition of the function u(t*,..., t,, r ). Instead of (2.15) we take 
U(t*,..., t~+~)=xrli~;l~~~~+l)u(t, ,..., t,-,,max(t,, t,+,)), 
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where r > 1 is a fixed number. Since j; +. . j: u( t2,..., t, + ,)(dtJt,) . * . 
(dt,,, Jt,, 1) = b we deduce that bEFti,l;J and llbllFc,,;l is bounded by a 
number arbitrarily close to 
We obtain (2.12) by letting r tend to 1 (cf. also (2.14)). 1 
Lemma 2.10 can now be used in an exact analogue of the simple 
argument given above for Favini-Lions spaces to obtain the inclusions 
(2.6) and (2.7) for M = K, p and M = .I, p where 1 < p < co. 
D. Definitions and Elementary Properties of Interpolation Spaces 
Obtained by “Integration” of the Infinite Family (A(y) ) y E r} 
We shall now define the “lower” spaces L,(A, Z) and “upper” spaces 
UM(A, Z) for M = FL, St.L, J,p, or K,p. These correspond to the lower 
and upper exponentiated integrals L(A, Z), U(A, Z) of our scalar model. 
We set L,(A, Z) = sup rc9 L,(A, i=, Z) and U,(A, Z) = inf,,, UM(A, T, Z). 
Analogously to the definitions above of infyEq A(y) and SUP,,,~ A(y) 
this means that UM(A, Z) is the Banach space of all elements 
aE fh+- U&4 C Z) for which l141u,,A,z, = suprEsr I141UMcA,~,z, < ~0, 
and L,(A, Z) is the Banach space of all elements a E % of the form 
a = Crsd u(r) (convergence in ?#) where u(r) E L,(A, i=, Z) for each FE B 
and C~sdll~(~)lILM(A,~,Z) < co. L,(A, Z) is normed by IlaJ(,,(,,,) = 
inf~,,,lIu(~)llL,(,,~.z,, where the infimum is taken over all representations 
CrFpu(F) of the above sort for a. 
Analogously to the scalar case where the relations (2.4) and (2.5) follow 
from (2.2) and (2.3), we can now use (2.7) to obtain that )(aII,,~,,,~= 
limficB l141uM~a,~,z~ for all a E UM(A, Z). This could be expressed sym- 
bolically by writing UM(A, Z) = lim,,, UM(A, i=, Z) (cf. (2.5)). The 
analogous result for lower spaces, which corresponds in some sense to the 
formula LM(A, Z) = lim,,, L,(A, i=, Z) (cf. (2.4)), is a little more 
complicated and may be stated as follows: 
For each a E L,(A, Z) there exists a sequence (a,):= 1, 
a,, E UrE9 Ld-4 F, Z), such that lb - a,ll LM(A,Z) + 0 and 
1% + m Wh9 llanllL,~A, F. zJ = Ibll L~(~.~). (2.18) 
To establish (2.18) let us first introduce the notation A,(A, Z) = 
UraiP L.0, r, Z) and llblln,=infrp9 IlbllLM~A,~,Z~ for each b~~d.4 Z). 
By (2.6) (IbllnM=limr,, J(bllLMCA,r,Zj and AM is clearly a normed space 
satisfying AM < LM . 
Given a E L&A, Z), for each positive integer n there is a decomposition 
a = Cre9 4~) for which Cre9 Il~,(~)ll~~~~,~,~~ G II~IL,M~~ + l/n. We 
define a, = Cr. B. u,(r) where @n is a finite subset of .9 such that 
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c TeqB,lI%mll LMcA,~,z) G l/n. Thus lb - a,ll LMcA,Z) -, 0 and so lim, _ m 
II4 LM(,t.zj = II4 ~tv,(A,z,. But ll~nll LM(A,zj G l141nM 6 Crpp Il~,(~)llnM G 
II4 LM(A,Z, + l/n, from which we see that the sequence (a,);=, has the 
properties required in (2.18). 
2.19. Remark. The above argument also shows that the unit ball of AM 
is a dense subset of the unit ball of L,. However, in general, AM is not 
complete and AM may be smaller than L, (see Remark 2.39). We do not 
know whether the norms of AM and L, always coincide on A, (i.e., 
whether L, is the completion of A,). 
The preceding discussion leads us to define “measurability” of the 
“function” A(y) as follows: 
2.20. DEFINITION. Let A4 be one of the methods FL, St.L, K,p, or J,p. 
We shall say that a bounded family {A(y)/ y E r) is M, 2 measurable if 
L,(A, Z) = UM(A, Z). In this case we can use the notation Z,(A, Z) for 
h(‘4 Z) = Ud4 -a. 
We defer further discussion of M, Z measurability and the spaces 
ZM(A, Z) to Subsection F. We now consider interpolation properties of the 
various spaces we have defined. 
2.2 1. THEOREM. Let {A(y)ly~O and {B(y) 1 y E l-1 each be bounded 
families of Banach spaces on f. Let 4? and Y denote the fixed Banach spaces 
such that A(y) < %! and B(y) d V for all y E I-. Let T be a bounded linear 
operator from @ into V whose restriction to A(y) is a map into B(y) with 
II TII ACy,,BCyj< N(y) for all YET’. Suppose that N(y) is bounded above by a 
positive constant and is measurable with respect to Z on r. Then T maps 
L,(A, Z) into L,(B, Z), AM(A, Z) into AM(B, Z) and also U,(A, Z) into 
U,(B, Z), and in each case its norm does not exceed exp Jr log N(y) dZ(y). 
Proof For each partition i== {r, , r2 ,..., r,) E 9 and each j = 1,2 ,..., n, 
T maps infyE,, A(y) into infYE5 B(y) and also supYE A(y) into 
SUP,,~ B(y), in each case with norm not exceeding supYE N(y) = N,. 
Thus, according to whether M= FL, St.L, K,p, or J,p, we invoke the 
interpolation theorem of [Fa, p. 246; C3, p. 216, Theorem 4.1(2); Sp, 
p. 260; Sp, p. 2621 and obtain that T maps L,(A, i=, Z) into L,(B, i=, Z) 
and also U,(A, i=‘, Z) into U,(B, i=, Z), in each case with norm not 
exceeding NylNp . . . N> = exp Jr log N’(y) dZ(y). (Here, as before, 0, = 
z(r,), j= 1, 2 ,..., n.) 
Given any E > 0, if a E A M(A, Z) choose a sufficiently fine partition P so 
that 
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and also so that (IaIl LM(A, r, zj < (1 + ~)l(al(~,~,,,,. Then Ta E L,(B, i=‘, Z) 
and therefore TUG A,(& Z) with norm ((Ta((nM(B,Zl not exceeding 
Alternatively if a E L,(A, Z) we may write 
a= 1 u(Q), where 
ITE9 
In view of (2.6) we may assume that each of the nonzero elements u(D) 
appearing in the above sum corresponds to a partition d satisfying 0 > F 
where r is chosen to satisfy (2.22). (If not, we simply “permute” the terms 
of the sum zu(n) so that each nonzero u(a) is now associated with a 
possibly different partition which is a common refinement of D and i’.) 
Since T is bounded from % into V”, Ta = C,,, Tu(Q) (convergence in Y) 
and 
nC, IITGWL,W~,~, 6 C exp S, log N’(Y) ~Z(Y) IMQII LMta,~,zt 
E ace 
d(l+&12exp rlog~(~)~Z(~)llaJl.,,,,z,. I 
It follows that Ta E L,(B, Z) and satisfies the required norm estimate. 
Finally, if a E uhu, a then, since exp Sr Nrtr) d-Q) G 
sup?, r N(y) < co, we have Ta E U,(B, Z). This time we shall choose r so 
that (2.22) holds and also (ITu\~~~(~,~, < (1 + E)(ITu~(~~~~,~,~~. The rest of 
the proof is obvious. 1 
2.23. Remark. One might expect that (cf. [C3]) it could perhaps be 
possible to extend the construction of the spaces L&A, Z), UM(A, Z) to 
the case where A(y) 6 k(y) Q (i.e., k(y)llall% < (la(l A(yj for all a E A(y)) where 
Sr (log k(y)/ dZ(y) < co, and subsequently to also obtain a version of the 
preceding theorem which requires only that jr log+N(y) dZ(y) < 00 rather 
than the boundedness of N(y). (cf. [C3, Theorem 4.11, cf. also [J2)). The 
following simple example indicates that some problems can arise here: 
Let a(y) be a real measurable function with a(y) > 1. We shall take 
A(y) = a(y) @ (i.e., one-dimensional space with (IxJ( A(yj = a(y)lxl ). Thus 
(A(y)(y~ r> is a bounded family. If a(y) is bounded, then LM = UM = 
e~logn(y)dZ(y)@. (This can be shown by applying Theorem 2.21 with B(y) = @ 
to the cases where T is the identity operator from A(y) to B(y) or alter- 
natively from B(y) to A(y).) However, suppose that ess sup a(y) = cc but 
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Jrloga(y)dZ(y)< co. Then, since inf,G,,A(y)=(sup,G,,A(y))@= (0) if 
supYEr, a(r) = co, at least one of the spaces inf,. 5 A(y) degenerates to (0) 
for every i== {r,,..., m} ~9. Consequently L,(A, i=, Z) = (0). (On the 
other hand U,(A, Z) = ef’oga(Y)dz(y’C as before.) Considering the identity 
operator T: B(y) -+ A(y) which has norm N(y)=a(y) we see that 
Theorem 2.21 does not hold for unbounded N(y). It seems then that a suc- 
cessful variant of the theory which applies to unbounded N(y) would 
require a different definition of L,(A, Z) or perhaps other postulates 
relating to a nontrivial space d contained in all A(y) (cf. the “log-intersec- 
tion” space of [C3]; cf. also Theorem 2.41). 
The inclusions (A,, AZ)B,l c [A,, A,], c (A,, AZ)B,m, which generalize 
to the case of n-tuples as shown in Theorems 1.15, 1.17, and 1.23, can be 
further extended to the context of bounded families. Indeed from the above 
theorems for n-tuples it follows immediately that: 
LJ.,(A, Z) d LFL(A, a, UJ,,(A, 4 Q U,,(‘% -a 
J+,(k Z) d L,,M Z), U,,(A Z) G UK,,,M Z), 
bd& P,) d Ls,.,M P,), U,‘M P,) d U,,.,(‘4 P,), 
L,..(A P:) Q L,,,M Pz), U,,.,(4 Pz) G UK,<,(A, P,). 
One may also seek generalizations of the inclusions 
(A,, G%p c (A,, A,),,, which hold for 1 <p <qd co. We present some 
partial results in this direction. 
2.24. PROPOSITION. For any bounded family (A(y)1 y or) and any 
probability measure Z on r, the inclusions 
L,,p(‘% Z) d L,,M -a Gc,p(4 Z) G UK,,(A -a (2.25) 
and 
L.f,,(A Z) 6 LLp(4 -a UJ,,M Z) G U./,p(A Z) (2.26) 
hold for all p, 1 Q p -C 00. 
Proof: To obtain (2.25) it suffices to show that, for any Banach n-tuple 
,? and for all a E AB,p;K, 
(2.27) 
To establish (2.27) we begin with the inequality 
min(s,/j c L 3 SZlf2 ,.,., snltn) K(t,, t2v.v t,, a; 2) d K(s,, s2 ,..., s,, a; 6) 
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(cf. [Sp, p. 2521). Multiply both sides by l-I;=, s,:“j=n;=, t,3(sj/tj)-%, 
raise them to the power p and integrate on the set E = { (sl, So,..., s,) ( 
s1 = 1, O<sjc co, j=2,..., n} with respect to &(S)= (ds,/s,)(ds,/s,)*~. 
(C&,/S,). We encounter the integral Z= IE C-Q= i s,Fej min( 1, So,..., s,)]p 
(&Js2) * * * (ds,/s,) whose straightforward (if slightly tedious) calculation is 
already implicit in Lemma 2.10 (see (2.11)). In fact if A(y) = C for all y E Z 
then L,(A, i=, 2) = U,(A, i=, Z) for all TE PP and it follows from (2.6) and 
(2.7) that LM(A, F, Z) = L,(A, Q, Z) for all 8> i=‘. Thus, for M= K, p, 
i== (Z} and 0= {Q,, Q2 ,..., Q,} with Z(Qj) =f3,, we obtain that 
IIlII LM(A,~,Z) = II ~IIL~~~,~,~~. Since K(t,, t2,..., I,, 1) = min(t,, t2,..., t,) this is 
equivalent to (p”- ’ n;= i Oj)l’PZ1’P = 1. Thus Z= l/(p”- ’ Q’=, 13~) and so 
(2.27) and then also (2.25) follow immediately. 
Rather than obtaining (2.26) by dualizing, we shall deduce if from the 
inequality 
(2.28) 
which will now be established for all a E AB,~;~. We represent each such a in 
the form a = jE u(t) dp(t) where jE i-‘.Z(f, u(z); A) &(r) is arbitrarily close 
to Ilallae13. (Here E and p are as above and the notation is thus a trivial 
modification of that in Definition 1.6, (cf. Remark 1.9(ii).) It will be con- 
venient to use the notation (cf. [Sp]) #li= (s,/t,, s2/f2,..., s,/t,) and to 
denote min($ = min(s,, s2 ,..., s,), for each S= (sl, s2 ,..., s,), i= (tl ,..., t,) 
inR”,. 
We define the d(A) valued function. 
From the calculation of Z above we have that SE ~(0 dp(t) = 
(p’“- ’ n,“= I ej) - ‘u. Furthermore, 
i-“.z(i, u(r-); A) 
< s E i-‘J(i, u(S); A)[(F/Q-’ min(.F/o 3”’ f+(S) 
< s 
Ei-BJ($ u(S); A)[($/oPB min(S/i)lP’-’ C+(S) 
(since min($) .Z(i,u(S); A) G .Z(S, u(s); A).) 
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By Young’s inequality we deduce that 
This in turn implies that I (P’“- LI,“= 1 e,)- II II J~,~,, .’ a < II4 do.,;, 
( [(p’ - 1) p] n ~ ’ n,“= , 0,) ~ “p which immediately yields (2.28). 1 
2.29. Remark. By considering the special case A, = A, = . . . = A,, for 
which K(t,, t2 ,..., t,, a; A) = min(t,, t, ,..., tH)lialla, and for which also 
I141,-o,p,= Wnpl LI,“=, Q,)““’ I141A, we see that the constants in the 
inequalities (2.27) and (2.28) are best possible. It is natural to conjecture 
that, analogously to (2.25) and (2.26), similar inclusions may hold between 
the spaces L,,,(A, Z) and L&A, Z), etc. and also between the spaces 
L,,,(A, Z) and L,,,(A, Z), etc. for all 1 < p < q d co. Here again the above 
special case shows that the norm of the inclusion map cannot be less than 
1. For an analogue of (2.27) for q < cc in the case of couples see [BL, p. 84, 
note 3.14.41. 
We can also consider the possibility of generalizing the inclusions 
A,,:, c A,,;, of [Sp, Proposition 5.1, p. 2651. An examination of the con- 
stant appearing in the proof of that proposition shows that in fact it implies 
L,,(A, Z) < L,,,(A, Z) and U,,(A, Z) d U,,,(A, Z) for p = 1 and p = so. 
We do not know whether this result is true for other values of p. 
2.30. Remark. For some purposes in real interpolation of n-tuples d it 
is convenient to replace the J- and K-functionals by their “Iy” counterparts: 
JJi, a; A)= i (till&,)Y 
( ) 
I/Y 
, 
j=l 
K&i, a;A)=inf ((i (tjllajll~,)q)“q~a=,~, aj} 
j= 1 
for some q E [ 1, co]. (For example, in Sect. 3 when dealing with a triple of 
Hilbert spaces we take q = 2.) 
For fixed n the spaces AO,,iJq and A,,;, obtained using these modified 
functionals coincide with AB,p;J and AB.p;K, respectively, to within 
equivalence of norms. However, if we wish to define infinite family versions 
of these spaces L,(A, Z), U,(A, Z), Z,(A, Z) where M = J,,p or K,,p it 
is necessary to change the constants in the definitions of L,(A, r, Z) and 
U&t r, Z). 
As in the cases M = K,p, M = J,p we are guided by the need for an 
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analogue of Lemma 2.10 to hold so that L,(A, i=‘, Z)= UJA, i=‘, Z)=A 
isometrically if A(y) = A is constant. It turns out that, for example, in the 
case M = K4, p we must take 
and similarly for U,,,(A, i=, Z). (Note that apart from its other preceding 
roles f here also stands for the Euler gamma function.) 
E. An Example 
Let us consider a simple example with weighted I’ spaces. Specifically let 
A(Y) = t,,,, with IIk,X= 1 II,+) = C,“= I I-4 w,bh where (W,(Y)),“= 1 is a 
sequence of positive measurable functions on K 
To have a bounded family we shall require that inf,, ,- w,(y) = a, > 0 for 
each m. Thus we can take % = 1: where u = (urn):= i. In order to avoid the 
sort of problems encountered in Remark 2.21 we shall also require that 
supyor w,(y) = u, < cc for each m, and so ZA 6 A(y) for all y where v = 
(%x= 1 f 
We shall show that A(y) is A4, Z measurable for each of the methods 
M = FL, St.L, J, 1, and K, 1 and that in each of these cases I,(A, Z) = Ii, 
where the weight sequence w=(w~)~=~ is given by w,= 
ew jr log W,(Y) dZ(r 1. 
For each r= {r,, r,,..., r,,} ES+’ let u,(j)=inf,.,, w,(y) and v,(j)= 
supys r, w,(y) for j = 1,2,..., n, and denote u(j) = (u,( j))z= , , u(j) = 
$Jj,)l,-= I. Let Br and Br be the n-tuples (I’ I’ v(l), U(Z),“‘, C,“,) and 
uCl), u(2),..., It,,,), respectively. Let 0 = (ei);= 1 where f3, = Z(rj). Then 
j= I 
< 1; (2.31) 
for each of the methods M = FL, St.L, J, 1, and K,l. (This follows from 
Theorems 1.15 and 1.17 and the proof of Sparr discussed in Remark 2.29. If 
M #St. L and (r, Z) is not a contour equipped with harmonic measure 
then (Br)tz,,~ will be interpreted as (Br)[,,, r where T= { T, , T2 ,..., T,} is a 
decomposition of the unit circle into disjoint arcs Tj of lengths 2rrej, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., n. ) 
Our next step is to show that 
C(F) G @we, 1 ;J 7 (2.32) 
W)[z,.r~ C,,), (2.33) 
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(2.34) 
where v(r) = (u,,(r)),“‘=, and l)(r) = u,(r)),“= , are defined by u,(r) = 
n,“= , (um(A)eJ’i, u,(r) = n,“= I(u,(j))Oj. (It will be clear from subsequent 
calculations or the case where u(j) = u(j) that these inclusions are in fact 
equalities.) 
We first establish (2.32). Let the set E and the measure p be as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.24. Let CI = (TV?, t13,..., LX,) denote an (n - l)-dimen- 
sional multi-index where 0~~ may assume both positive and negative integer 
values. Suppose that x = (x,)z= , E la,,, and let II > 1 be a fixed number. 
For each multi-index TV define the set of integers 
M,= (pn~~“~<u,(j)/u,(l)~/j=~+‘,j=2,3 )..., ?z} 
and the subset of E 
E,= (i=(l, t,, t, ,..., t,)I~~“,-‘~tj<%-“~,j=2, 3 ,..., rz}. 
We define a sequence valued function y(i) = (JJ,,,( i));= , on E by taking 
y,,J 0 = x,,,xEfl( r)/(log A)” ~ ’ for each m E M,. Clearly SE y,(i) &(i) = x, for 
each m, meaning that SE y(i) &( Q = x. (The required absolute integrability 
of y(i) on compact subsets of E (Definition 1.6) is assured since each such 
subset is contained in the union of finitely many sets E, and on each of 
these the constant value assumed by y(i) will be shown to be in d(B,).) 
For each in E, (so that t, = 1) we have 
Thus SEE r-‘J(i, y(t); B,) &(r) < A2 CmcM. Ix,1 u,(p). Summing over all 
the possible values of cz and bearing in mind that A can be chosen 
arbitrarily close to 1, we obtain that XE (Br)s.,,J and ll~ll(~~)~,,,< Ilxllr;,,,, 
proving (2.32). 
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The inclusion (2.33) is a special case of a result of Hernandez (see 
Sect. 6.1 of [Hl I). It can also be easily established by using the maximum 
principle to estimate the I’ norm of the analytic I’-valued function @p(c) = 
(G,(c)),“= i = (fJ() U,(c))$= i. G(c) is defined on the domain D bounded 
by r by taking f(c) = (f,([)),“=r to be a “good” representative in 
9(Br, r) of a (finitely supported) sequence x= (x,) in (Br)rz3,r, and 
letting U,(c) = n;= i (U,(J))+(~) where zj({) = P[(T’) + iPc(Tj)* with 
Im zi(z) = 0 almost exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.17 in Subsec- 
tion 4C. 
For the inclusion (2.34) let x = (x,) E (Br)e,l,K. Then 
and so 
= llxll ,$,/ fi ej 
j=l 
(cf. the calculation of I in the proof of Proposition 2.24.) This establishes 
(2.34). 
Inclusions (2.31) (2.32) (2.33), and (2.34) now imply that, for M = FL, 
St.L, J,l, or K,l, 
It is also clear from the definitions of u(r), o(r), and w  that 
I:,,, G i; G I:,,, for all FE 9. (2.36) 
Thus our final step, which will establish A4, Z measurability and show that 
Z,(A, Z) = I!,,, will be to show that 
(2.37) 
where here as before inf and sup denote the uniformly bounded intersection 
and hull, respectively, of the given collection of spaces. 
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For each m let (u:(y))?=, be a decreasing sequence of simple functions 
and (u:(y))?= i be an increasing sequence of simple functions both of which 
converge to w,(y) for a.e. y E K Thus lim,, m exp s,log u:(y) dZ(y) = 
lim k~a:expSFlogu~(~)~Z(~)=w,. The sets of constancy of U: which have 
positive measure constitute a partition in 9, as do the sets of constancy of 
uk with positive measure. Let F(‘(k, m) E 9 be a common refinement of these 
two partitions and, for each integer v k 1, let F(v) be a common refinement 
of all the partitions r((k, m) for k < v, m < v. 
For each m and each v > m 
exp 
5 
log U;(Y) UY) 6 u,(T(v)) < w, < u,(T(v)) 
F 
d exp I r log CAY 1 WY). 
Therefore, for each m, 
lim u,(r(v)) = lim u,(~(v)) = w,. (2.38) 
Y’X Y-CC 
Now let x = (x,)2= i E infrG9 I&,, with norm 1. Then it is clear from 
the preceding that for each integer N CZ=, lx,1 w,= 
lim, + m C,“= i Ix,1 u,(r(v)) < 1 and so C,“‘=, Ix,1 w, d 1. Fix E >O and let 
6” = (6;)~~ i be the sequence whose mth term is 1 and all others zero. 
Then, for suitable integers v,~, ~~6”1~ r;,nU ), 6 (1 + E) w,. Consequently, 
writing x = Cz=, .x,X”, we have 
m 
This proves (2.37) and completes our discussion. 
2.39. Remark. By considering a special case of the above example 
we can see that in general the space AM(.4, Z) is not complete. Let Z be 
standard Lebesgue measure on f = (0, 1) and 
1 
1, 
fi’m(Y)= pm 
y> l/m 
m , y < I/m. 
Then w  = (w,)z= i = (l/m);=, . Note that every space A(y) = IA,,,, equals 
I’ up to equivalence of norms. It is also easy to see that for any r= 
(rl 5 r, ,..., r,,> E 9 each of the spaces inf,.,, A(y) coincides with I’ up to 
equivalence of norms and hence so does L&A, F, Z). It follows that 
A M(A, Z) as a set equals 1’ # lt = L,(A, Z). 
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Furthermore, as we shall see, 
llxll AM(A,Z) = bll LM(,4,Z) (2.40) 
for all x~/i,(A, Z). Hence /IM(A, Z) is not complete. (To prove (2.40) 
note first that it holds for all sequences x having finitely many nonzero 
elements (e.g., use (2.35), (2.36), and (2.38)). Then for arbitrary x E ,4M = I’ 
let xN be the Nth truncation of x (x,” = x, if n < N, x, = 0 otherwise). Since 
lb -XNIl A(yj < IIx - xNII ,I for all y E r it follows that /x - xNll LM(A,Aj and 
IIX - XNll A&d&Z) both tend to zero as N tends to cc (e.g., by Theorem 2.21) 
and this immediately yields (2.40).) 
F. Some Remarks Concerning M, Z Measurability 
We do not know of more concrete conditions on an arbitrary bounded 
family {A(y)1 y E I-1 which guarantee A4, Z measurability of the family 
(Definition 2.20) in general. Such conditions could also conceivably be dif- 
ferent for different methods M. However, for the case where all of the 
spaces A(y) are are all the same finite dimensional space with possibly 
different norms (i.e., the context of [Cl, C2]) we can give such conditions: 
2.41. THEOREM. Let ~4~)l~~~I b e a bounded family such that each 
A(y) and the containing space % are all Cd equipped with possibly different 
norms. Suppose that there exists a non trivial normed space -c4, which is also 
@” renormed appropriately, such that d <A(y) for all y E IT Zf for each 
aE@“, I141acy~ is a Z-measurable function of y on r, then (A(y) I y E f) is 
M, Z measurable for each of the methods M = K,p, J,p, FL, and St.L. 
Proof Consider the family { fY}YEr of functions on the compact set 
K= {aEcdl I(all&= l} defined by fv(a)=logllallAc,p This is a bounded 
equicontinuous family since Ilall&< cllallW for some fixed c>O and so 
-log c <f,(a) d 0, and furthermore If,(a) - f,(b)1 d log( 1 + cllb - alId) for 
all y E r and all a, b E K. Therefore, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, for each 
E > 0 there exists a finite sequence y , , y2 ,..., yn of points in r such that for 
each y E r there exists an integer j, 1 <j< n, for which If,(a) -f,(a)\ < E 
for all a E K, or equivalently, 
e+ G l141A(y#41a(y,~ < eE. (2.42) 
But K contains a countable dense subset K, and the set Ej of points y such 
that (2.42) holds for all a E K, coincides with the set for which (2.42) holds 
for all a E K. Thus Ej is Z-measurable and U;= I Ej = I’. Define i== 
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{r, ,..., r,,} ~9 by r1 = E, and rj= Ej\Uk<j r,, j= 2 ,..., n. It is easy to see 
that for all 0 E 9’ with d > i= and for each of the four methods M, 
II4 LM(a.~,z) d e2El14 UM(A,~.Z) 
for all a~ C’. Since E is arbitrary it follows that {A(y)1 y E r} is A4, Z 
measurable. 1 
2.43. Remarks. In particular it is obvious that, in the case d= 1, M, Z 
measurability is equivalent to the Z-measurability of the real valued 
function CP(Y I= II 1 II A(y). In the context of infinite dimensional spaces 
another trivial instance of M, Z measurability is of course when A(y) 
assumes only finitely many different “values,” each of them on a Z- 
measurable set. Note also that if {A(y) I y E r} is St. L, Pz measurable then 
U,,,(A, Pz) and L,,.,(A, P,) coincide with A[z], assuming that {A(y)1 
y E r} is also an interpolation family as defined in [C3]. 
3. THE INCLUSION ,?B.Z:J~A8,2:K IS STRICT 
In this section we give the details of the construction of the triples A’ of 
two dimensional Hilbert spaces (Example 1.10) which enable us to deduce 
(Corollary 1.11) that the spaces A,,:, and AB,p;K do not coincide in 
general, even if d(A) is dense in Aj for each j. We choose to work with 
spaces over the complex field in order to facilitate comparison of the spaces - - 
4~~;~ and 4~~;~ with certain complex interpolation spaces. (See 
Remark 3.15 at the end of this section.) Not surprisingly, via trivial 
modifications, we can obtain triples of two-dimensional real Hilbert spaces 
with analogous properties. 
We begin with some observations of a more general nature concerning n- 
tuples of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Given any Hermitian positive 
definite dx d matrix A4 we can define a Hilbert norm on Cd by 
[Iall =,/m = ,/<@a, &a) = J(@a, ~%a). Here we use the 
notation (a, 6) =Cf= I ak6, and (a, b)=xi=, akbk for a= (a,, a, ,..., ad) 
and b = (b,, b2,..., bd) in CJ. For our purposes it will be convenient to 
always take M to be a matrix over the reals so that the two natural 
definitions of dual norm coincide. More specificially, IMI’ = 
s”Pb+O I(% ~>l/ll~ll =SUPb+O 
n-tuple A= (A,, A*,..., 
I(a, b)l/lJblI =dm. We consider an 
A,) where each Aj is Cd and liall,+ = Jm for 
some real symmetric positive definite matrix Mi, j= 1, 2,..., n. Of course in 
this context the spaces AB,P;J and AB,p:K all coincide with Cd and all norms 
are equivalent. We shall be concerned with inequalities between these 
various norms. It will be convenient to modify the definitions of A,,;, and 
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A,,;, and their norms by replacing the J- and K-functionals in the 
formulae (1.8) and (1.4) by their “I”’ counterparts 
and 
J*(i, a; a = f: (tjll4 “,Y 
112 
j=l 
K2(i, a; A)=inf 
i( 
i (t.11 .I1 .)’ I a~ A, j=, )‘/‘~az~laj)’ 
The ratio between the new and original &p;K norms is clearly bounded 
above and below by constants depending only on n. The same is true for 
A,,;,. Thus for the remainder of this section we shall use (i.e., abuse) the 
notation II II dn,plr and II II z,,;K to denote the new norms defined via J2(i, a; A) 
and K,(i, a; A). (In fact we shall be concerned almost exclusively with the 
casen=3, d=2,p=2.) 
In the present context (in contrast to that discussed in Theorem 1.32 and 
Sect. 6; see Remark 6.l(iv)) the proof that (A, +A,)‘= A; n A; (see, e.g., 
[BL, p. 321) can be easily adapted to show that the norms Jz(i, ‘; 2) and 
K2( I- ’ , .; A’) are dual to each other, where i-’ = ( l/tl, l/f2,..., l/t,) and 
6’= (A;, II;,..., Ah), i.e., the norm of Ai is generated by M,T’. Since of 
course J2(i, *; A) is a Hilbert norm with J,(i, a; A)‘= (a, cj”= 1 tj2A4,a) it 
follows that K,(i, a;A)*= (a, (cjnzl r,:2Mj:1)-‘a) and so also IIcIII&~.~= 
(a, MB,2;,u), i.e., the (new Hilbert) norm of A0,2:K is generated by’the 
matrix 
MB,2;K= (3.1) 
Here E c R” and the measure p on E are as in Definition 1.3 or its variants 
(Remark 1.5). 
From the above duality of norms we can deduce that the norms (I IIAn.2z, 
and 1) IIAPeFK are also dual to each other. (Once again this is a 
straightforward adaptation of analogous arguments for couples.) Con- 
sequently Ibll$,.,= (a, MB,~;.N) where . . 
(3.2) 
We can now turn to an explicit description of our counterexample. Let 
n = 3 and d = 2. Thus we consider a triple A = (A,, A,, A3) of two-dimen- 
sional Hilbert spaces defined by the real symmetric positive definite 2 x 2 
matrices M1 , M2, M3. We shall compare the “volumes” V, and V, of the 
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unit balls of the two spaces A8,2EJ and A,,:, and show that the ratio V,/V, 
can be arbitrarily large. To simplify the calculations we shall only consider 
the case 0 = (f, 4, i) although the arguments work for all BE H: . 
We shall use the notation 
Mo.z:J = M, = M,(M, > M,, M3) (3.3) 
and 
Mom= Mtc= M&f,, M,, M,) (3.4) 
for the matrices defining the norms of A,,;, and A,,;,. More specifically, 
for all values of the parameters a E (0, co) and h E (- 1, 1) we let 
MAa, b) =M((f: x:, :)3 (L 3) 
and 
MAa, b) = M, ((ff 3 (:, 8)C :>>. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Now we choose E= {(t,, t,, 1)/r,, t,>O} and dp=dt, dtJt,t,. Setting 
x, = tr2, .x2 = t2-2 and using (3.2) we obtain that 
MJWI, Mz, M3)= 
d.x, dx, 
ijm jm (~~x~)‘/~(x,M, +x~M~+M~)~I~ 
--I 
0 0 I 7 
and thus, in particular, 
4My ‘(a, 6) 
<xi m zz s s 0 0 
cm a 
jj( 
ax,+x,+l b -1 = 
b x,+ax,+ 1 > 
,x - 213~ - I 2 2J3 dx, dx, 0 0 
I: n 
= 
I 5 [(ax,+x2+l)(x,+ax2+1)-b2]-’ 0 0 
x1 +ax,+ 1 -b 
X 
-b ax,+x,+l > 
x,-“~x,~/ dx, dx, 
I, + aI + I, -bI, 
= 
- 61, al, + I, + I, > ’ 
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where 
forj= 1, 2, 3, with x3 = 1. 
(In fact by symmetry I, = Z2.) Since V,(a, 6) = v2 det M; ‘(a, b), where v2 = 
7r2/4 is the volume (four-dimensional Lebesgue measure) of the euclidean 
unit ball of C2 = R4, we may write 
J’-,(u, b)-(I, +aZ,+Z,)(aZ, +Z2+Z3)-b21:. (3.8) 
(Here, and in the rest of this section, the notationf - g shall mean that the 
quotient f/g is bounded above and below by positive numbers which do 
not depend on a or b.) 
Via the change of variables xj= (1 - b2) yj/( 1 + a), j= 1, 2, we obtain 
that 
(1 -b)’ 
Z,(a, b) = - [ 1 2’3 (1 +a) 
- 213 
X 
-2’3 dy, dy2 
((1-b2)‘,~~+~‘)(uy,+y,)(y,+ay,) 
+(1-b)2(yl+y2)+1-b2 
Hence, by monotone convergence, the expression 
(1 - b2)“3Z3(u, b) 
= (1 + .)-2’S jam Jrn 
y;2/3y;2i3 dy, dy, 
o ((1-b2)/(1+u)2)(u~,+~z)(~,+u~2)+~,+~2+1 
converges as b tends to 1, for each fixed positive a, to the integral 
(3.9) 
As can be readily verified (e.g., with the help of polar coordinates) this 
last integral is finite. From this point onwards we shall restrict a to the 
range 0 < a < 1 and so the above calculation shows in fact that 
lim (1 - b2)l13Z3(u, b) - 1. 
b+l 
(3.10) 
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We next estimate the expression 
lim (II + I,) 
b-l 
= lim O” 
s s 
cc (x, + x~)(x~x~)-*‘~ dx, dx, 
b-l 0 0 (ax,+x,+l)(x,+ax,+1)-b2 
(03 3c 
= 
s s 
(x, +x~)(x,.~-*‘~ dx, dx, 
0 0 a(x:+x:)+(1+a2)x,x2+(1+a)(x,+x,) 
by monotone convergence 
m 
-.I s 
= (XI +x2)(x1x2)-2’3dx, dx, =z . 
0 0 a(x:+x;)+x,x2+(x,+xz) 4 
The integrand of Z4 is dominated by 
x1(x,x2)-2’3 
+ 
x2(xIx2)p*‘3 (x,x2)-2/3 (x,x,)y’3 
ax:+x,x,+x, ax:+x,x,+x, =ax,+x2+1+ax2+x,+1~ 
Thus 
I,<2 co 
s s 
03b1x2)- 2/3 dx, dx2 
0 0 ax, +x2+ 1 
m  (YI YZ)-~‘~ dy, dy, 
y,+Y*+l ’ 
where we have used the transformation y, = uxr, y2 = x2. We recall 
(cf. (3.9)) that this last integral is finite. 
But also 
x,(x,x~)-~‘~ dx, 
a(x:+x:)+x,x,+(x,+x,) dx, 
using the same transformation as previously. We have thus shown that 
lim (I, + I,) N a - ‘I3 
b-l 
(3.11) 
which of course also implies the finiteness of the limits limb_, I, and 
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lim b+ i Z2 for each a, 0 <a < 1. Combining this with (3.8) and (3.10) we can 
deduce that 
lim(l-b2)1i3V,(a,6)-~m~[(Z,+uZ2+~Zl+z2)(1-b2)1~3z~+(I-b~)~~~~~ 
b+l 
dili, (1 +a)(Z1 +z,)~a-? (3.12) 
We now turn to determining the corresponding asymptotic behavior of 
V,(u, 6). It turns out to be possible to deduce this from (3.12) with the 
help of the following matrix identity. 
M,‘(u,b)=u-2’3(1-b2)-“3M,(u, -b). (3.13) 
Indeed, from our earlier discussion of duality, in terms of the notation (3.3) 
to (3.6), 
M,‘(M,, A42, M3) = MJ(M,‘, M;‘, iv;‘). 
More specifically, 
M, ‘(a, b) = 44, ((i Ii-‘(It Z)-‘J:, iI-‘) 
=iq(:, :)yf(; :)&2(:b yb)) 
by (3.7). Further, via the change of variables, y, = (1 - b2) x,/u, y, = 
(1 - b2) x2/u in the integral (3.7), it follows that the above matrix equals 
a-2/3( 1 - b2)-‘i3MJ 
((:, :)‘(i :)‘( -lb 1”)) 
=a -z/3(1 -b2)-1/3J,fJ 
((: ;)(:, :)‘( lb 1”)) 
again by (3.7). (Indeed for 0 = (4, i,$) the space &,p; J is unchanged by any 
permutation of the order in which the spaces A i, AZ, A3 appear in A.) Thus 
(3.13) is proved. From the formulae used above to obtain (3.8) it is clear 
that VJ(u, -b) = V,(u, 6) and so 
V,(u, 6) -det M,‘(u, b) = (~-~‘~(l- b2)-1/3)2 det M,(u, -b) 
~a-“~(1 -b2)-2’3VJ(u, 6)-l. 
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Consequently lim,, i(1 - 6’)l13V,(a, b) -K~‘~u”~ = a-‘. Indeed lim,, , 
VIAa, bWJ(4 b) - a- Z/3 for all a E (0, 1) so that clearly, for suitable 
choices of a and b, V, may be arbitrary larger than V,. 
3.14. Remark. We briefly indicate some details of the proof of 
Corollary 1.11. For 1~ p < cc and any sequence of Banach spaces 
{B,};=, let P(B,} denote the space of sequences {b,}:=l such that 
b,,,E B, and the norm ~~{b,}~/,P~B,~ = (C,“=, llb,ll;J”” is finite. Then for 
any sequence of Banach triples (A”} = {A?, AT, AT)} it is easy to see that 
A= (P{A;1}, P{Ay}, P{Ay}) is also a Banach triple with containing space 
/“{A? + A? + Ai;}. Taking A?, A?, and A? to all be C2 as above with the 
property that V, B m VJ, it is easy to see that AB,2;J is strictly contained in 
A8,2:K. Furthermore by taking p = 2 we may obtain d as a triple of Hilbert 
spaces. (For examples of similar applications of direct sums cf., e.g., [Jl, 
Lemma 1, p. 521 or [Cw, Lemma 2, pp. 221,222].) 
3.15. Remark. It is of interest to compare the estimates obtained above 
for lim,, , (1 - b2)l13 V, and lim, _ i (1 - b2)li3 VK with a corresponding 
estimate which we shall obtain now for V’s,.,, the volume of the unit ball of 
the analogous St. Louis complex interpolation space A,,,,r where A= 
(A r, A,, A3) is the same triple of two-dimensional Hilbert spaces as above 
and the spaces dci,,r are defined as in Section 1 using a domain D with 
boundary r, and a decomposition of r into three disjoint subsets 
f,, r2, r3, each having harmonic measure f at [ ED. By an argument 
given in [Cl, p. 2791 (essentially an alternative proof of the 
Masani-Wiener theorem) we have that for all a E C2 
where p(z) is a nonsingular matrix valued analytic function of z on D with 
nontangential limits B(y) for a.e. y Er satisfying (a(y) a, p(y) a) = 
(a, M,a) for a.e. y E r,, j= 1, 2, 3, and all a E C2. Consequently det /I(z) is a 
bounded nonvanishing analytic function on D. We claim that in fact 
det B(z) is an outer function, since l/det p(z) is also bounded (cf. [G, 
Theorem 5.5, Corollary 5.6, p. 743). This can be seen, e.g., by applying the 
Masani-Wiener theorem as above also to the dual couple (A;, A;, A;) 
generated by the matrices MC’, MT’, MT’, and using the duality theorem 
([C3, Remark 3.2, p. 2141 also [C2, p. 1353). 
We can now assert, using notation as in Section 1, that 
ldet B(i)1 = exp J log ldet b(y)1 @r(y) = ldet M, det M, det M,l 1/6. 
r 
Thus Vst.r - ldet P([)l-‘=~-~/~(l -b2)-1/3 and lim,,, (1 -b2)‘13 
V - 2/3 St.L-a . 
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By comparison with earlier estimates we see that for a sufficiently close 
to 0 and b su‘fftciently close to 1 
4. THE FAVINI-LIONS AND THE ST.LOUIS COMPLEX INTERPOLATION SPACES 
4A. The Inclusion AB,~;~c [Ale: Theorem 1.15 
For each sod(A) let f(z1,z2 ,..., ~,-~)=g(zr ,..., z,)=(Q’=, Ilull e, -+‘)a 
where, as above, z, = 1 -c;:; zj. Then clearlyfo q(K) (see Remar21.14) 
and, since xi”= 1 0, = 1, f( 0, ,..., 8,- I) = a. Furthermore, for any k = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
if z=(z1,z2 ,..., z,-,)E&~~ then Ilf(z)llat = II,“=, llull$. Consequently 
llall ralo< n,“=, Ilull~,. Now, given any bEAB,l:J, we have for suitable 
functions U(Z) (see (1.7) and (1.8)) that 
< I i-V(i, u(lq; 6) dp(i). E 
Taking the infimum over all such functions ~(0, we deduce that 
(I b 11 rd10 < II b II l0,,;r which completes the proof. 
4B. Proof of Lemma 1.16 
Givenfo Z(A) and arbitrary E > 0 letfi = e,fwhere es(z) = ebX~~~‘~ and 
6 > 0 is chosen sufficiently small to ensure that IIf, - fll x(d) d ~/4. Let cp be 
a complex valued C” function on R”- ’ whose Fourier transform @, g(s) = 
San-, eics,‘)cp(t) dt, is a C” function of compact support such that G(s) = 1 for 
all s, IsI < 1. (Here of course s= (sl, s2 ,..., s,- ,) and t = (tl, t2 ,..., t,- I) are 
in UV-*, ISI = (17,: of)“’ and (s, t) =~~~~ Sjtj.) 
For each posmve integer m let g,(z) = frwn-, m”- ‘cp(ms) fi(z - is) ds. 
Since e6 is arbitrarily small on the complements of suitably large compact 
subsets of 8 it follows that fi is a uniformly continuous function 
from Q into Z(A). Furthermore its restriction to &2, is a uniformly 
continuous map into Aj for each j= 1,2,..., n. Thus g, E X(A) and 
lim, _ m 11 g, -fl 11 x(d) = 0. We let f2 = g, where m is chosen such 
that )( g, -f, IIP(d) = (1 f2 -fi (I XcX) < e/4. Now let U,(S) = frwmm I ecX+i’.s) 
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fi(x + it) dt where x, s, t E WP1 and x + it = (x, + it,, x2 + it, ,..., x,-, + 
it, _ 1 ) E 0. For each fixed s the integrand, considered as a function of x + it, 
maps d continuously into Z(A) and is analytic in Q. Also 
lim,,, supilk (r+i’*‘lf2(~+ it)l(,,,-,] ItI >CL) =O. It follows by Cauchy’s 
theorem that U,(S) = u,(s) for all x, x’ E 0 and henceforth we shall use the 
notation U(S) for this function. Furthermore since we can take x or x’ to be 
in 32, for any choice ofj= 1, 2,..., n, we see that u maps R”- ’ continuously 
into d(A). (The continuity follows from the fact that for x E &C2, the integral 
I R"-l IlfAx+ it)lL,dtGj (w”-, Ilfi(X + m4, dt 
is finite.) Since @ has compact support so does U. Applying the inverse 
Fourier transform to eC(-X3s)n(,) = slwn-, e’“,“lf,(x + it) dt yields that, for all 
z=x+itESZ, 
fi(z)=fi(x+it)=(27c-‘“-” 
I 
e -“‘.“‘e- (C5)U(S) ds 
R”-1 
= (271)-(“- 1) JR.-, e-C.~+i~.“)u(s) ds 
Let f3 = e,, fi where 6’> 0 is chosen sufficiently small to ensure that 
IIf3 - f211swca, < .s/4. Let Q be a fixed cube in lWP’ which contains the sup- 
port of U. Let {Q,, Qz ,..., Q,,,} be an arbitrary finite collection of non 
overlapping cubes whose union is Q. For k= 1, 2,..., N we shall denote the 
centre of Qk by 1, = (A,,, , & ,..., ,I,,,- r). Let 
f4(z)=(2x)-‘“-” 5 e-‘=.“X’j u(s) ds. 
k=l Qk 
For all z=x+itEO and SEW-‘, le-(“s$ = le-LWI < elsll + bzl + “’ + b-11 
and, since IIu(s)lldCdj is a bounded function supported in Q, we deduce that 
the numbers SUP,,~ Ilfi(z)llAc~, and supzEJz Ilf4(z)lldtxl are both bounded 
by a fixed constant M which depends only on the quantities supscQ JsJ and 
s”P,~Q II”(s)Iid(6). In particular M is independent of the choice of decom- 
position of Q, (Q, ,..., Q,}. Let g = es,fd. Then 
II&)-f3(z)llAca, 
n-1 
= leas( K(z) -f&)lldc~, d 2Mexp( -6’ C Um zJ*). 
i= I 
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Thus 
IIg(z)-f~(z)lld(A,~&/4 for all z E fi\B,, 
where 
B, = {z = (z ,,..., z,- 1 )~SZIIIrnz~l<~,j=1,2 ,..., n-l} 
and p is chosen sufficiently large. On the other hand, for z E B,, 
II g(z) -.f3(z)ll,m 
= le&)l IIf&) -.UzNld(~) 
-(=,‘lr)l Ilu(~)l ds. 
Now ePcr,‘) is a uniformly continuous function (of 2n-2 variables 
(21, Z2Y, z,- 1, sl, s1 ,..., s,- I)) on the compact set B, x Q. Thus if we 
choose each of the cubes Qk with sufficiently small side length we will 
obtain that II&) -f&)ll,(~) <s/4 for ZE B, and so for all ZE 8. This 
implies that 
Ile”f3ll,,,, G e/4 
and 
IIg-flI,(A)~ llg-f3IIx(z)+ Ilfrf2Il.m 
+ IIf2 -.I-1 II x=(d) + llfi - fll Jr(d) G E. 
Since g is a function of the required form, the proof is complete. 
4C. Proof of Theorem 1.17, [AIs c Aci,,r 
For each j= 1, 2,..., n, let uI be the harmonic function on D ui(w) = 
P,( fj) and let vj be the harmonic conjugate of uj chosen so that vi([) = 0 at 
the constant point [ E D which is used to define A cc,,r and 8. Thus zj( w) = 
uj(w) + ivi(w) is analytic in D and has a nontangential limit zj(r) = 
lim we y zj(w) for a.e. y E r. In particular Re zj(r) = 1 for a.e. y E rj and 
Re zj(y) = 0 for a.e. y E r\rj. Note also that z,(w) = 1 -c;:/ zj(w). 
Let UE [Ale. By Lemma 1.16 there exists a Cauchy sequence {g,} in 
.@G) such that 14,,+,llg,llJp(~)= l141c~le~ lim,,, ll~m--ll~~~s =O, 
where a,= g,(B,, l3*,..., e,-,) and each gm is of the form g,,,(z) = 
Z’: 1 $,c,m(z) b/c,, where $&z) is a scalar valued analytic function for all 
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z = @I 9 z 2 ,..., z,, _ i ) E C” ~ ’ and is bounded on a, and where b,., E d(A). 
Define the function f, on D by 
.fm(w) = gm(z,(w), zz(wL z,-,(w)) = F em(w) b,c.m, 
k=l 
- - 
where (Pk,m(W) = $k,m(z,(~j), z,(w),..., z,- i(w)). Then f, E g(A, r) and for 
a.e. y E r, 
(zI(Y), zh),..., z,- I(~)) E aQj and L,(Y) = lim,.,, f,(w) = g,(zl(y),..., 
z,- l(y)). Thus llfJ.,(,-J, G I/&?llxcn) and llfm -f?dll~(A,r) G 
11 g, - gmsIl.EcA) for all positive integers m, m’, and so the elements a, = 
g,(8,, Q2,..., 8,- ,) =f,([) E d(A) form a Cauchy sequence in A,,,.J as well - 
as in Ace, and C(A). Since ALil,r is complete and continuously embedded 
in Z(A) we deduce that UE Aci,,~ and J/a/l,-,;,,,< (Ial/ ralo which completes 
the proof. 
4D. St. Louis Spaces Are Not “Rearrangement Invariant” 
We begin by indicating the general strategy behind the construction of 
our example and by fixing some notation. Throughout this subsection r 
will denote the unit circle. We shall start by specifying two infinite inter- 
polation families {A(y)},,, and {B(Y)}~~~ (for the definition of inter- 
polation families, see [C3, p. 2061) such that, for each y E r, A(y) is the 
same space Uu equipped, however, with a norm which varies continuously 
with Y. {B(Y))~~~ will be obtained by taking B(y) = A( lly) for all y E r. (In 
this subsection ‘ =’ signifies that the two norms are equal.) {B(y)},,, is 
thus a “measure preserving rearrangement” of (A(y) IYE,- with respect to 
harmonic measure on r at 0. Of course the spaces A[01 and B[O] (as 
defined in [C3, p. 2091) both coincide algebraically with 02. However, we 
will be able to arrange for the ratio Ilxllaco,/il-ullBCo, to be arbitrarily large 
for suitable elements x and for suitable choices of a certain parameter in 
the definition of (A(y)},,,. 
To obtain counterexamples in the setting of n-tuples we must “discretize” 
the above situation. Thus we shall divide r into n arcs of equal length 
r, , r2 ,..., r,, where r,= {e”I2x(j- 1)/n < t < 2nj/n}, and let A= 
(A,, AT,..., A,) be defined by Aj= A(y,) where y, = e”‘(j- 1’2)ln. Clearly 
A co~,~=~Col where {E(Y)),,, is the interpolation family defined by 
E(y)=A(yj) for yore and F= {r,, r,,..., m}. Similarly, if r*= 
{ r:, r:,..., r,*} where for each j the set L” = {y E rl l/y E r,) coincides, 
except for its endpoints which may be neglected, with r,, , _ j, then - 
A Co~,r* = F[O] where F(y) = E(l/y). An appropriate adaptation of the 
preceding estimates for norms in A[01 and B[O] will show, as required, 
that the ratio llxllFcoI/llxIl ECol = ll~ll~~,,,rlll~ll~,,,,r can also be made 
arbitrarily large for suitable elements x. 
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We now turn to the specific details of the construction. Let Q be the 
space of complex valued functions on the unit disc D obtained as the 
closure of the analytic polynomials with respect to the norm \IqII* = 
((l/271) j? Ide”)lP dt) ‘jp Thus %! is the Hardy space HP(D) if 1~ p < 0~) . 
(see, e.g., [G, p. 591) and % is the disc algebra if p = co. For each y E r we 
define A(y) to be 4 renormed equivalently by 
where il is an arbitrary positive constant. Clearly 
e~“lld A(y)G Ikllz ~e”llcpllAc,, 
and 
e-~lY-Y’I(I(pII A(~‘)G II~Ila~y,d~“‘Y~Y’~ll~llac~~, (4.1) 
for all y, y’ E r, and cp E @. It follows immediately that {A(y)),, r and 
PW,,r are interpolation families. We shall now estimate the norms 
II 1 II B[O]V II1lIF~0,~ and subsequently II 1 (( aCo, and I( 1 (I Ecol, of the function 
which assumes the constant value 1 on D u ZY We shall first show that 
II 1 II ~~012 ez (4.2) 
ifp=cc and 
II 1 II Bcol 2 (-5/27c)“Pe’m (4.3) 
for every E, O<E < 1, if 1 <p-c co. 
The calculations here are a “model” for our main step which will be to 
obtain the estimates 
II 1 II FCo, 2 e(jbn/nbin(dn) (4.4) 
forp=oo and 
II 1 II F~07 2 (E/271)llpej.~(,i,)sin(n/n) 
for l<p<co andeverys,O<s<l. 
(4.5) 
Let g(w) = C,“=, (pk(w) ak be an element of 59(B(. ), r) [C3, p. 2071 with 
ak E 4 and (Pi a bounded scalar valued analytic function on D. (We recall 
that, although ‘3(B(. ), r) may contain such functions g for which the (Pi 
may be unbounded, by Proposition 2.5 of [C3, p. 2101 it suffices to con- 
sider only bounded functions (Pi in the process for estimating the norm of 
B[O].) We may consider g as a scalar valued function of two variables on 
D x D, g(w, z) = Cf= I (Pi a&). There are now two cases to be dealt 
with: 
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Case i. p = co. Here we define a bounded analytic function h on D by 
h(w) = g(w, w). The nontangential limit of h, h(y) = C,“= I lim,,, (PJw) 
a,(y) = C,“= 1 (Pi a,(y) exists for a.e. y E r and in fact 
My) eAl G SUP f CPAY) ak(z) @’ = IIg(y)lIB~,~. 
ZED kc, 
(4.6) 
Consequently Is@, ON = IW)l de= supvG,- bW)l <e-“llgll,~,~.,,,,. LetfE 
9(B(. ), f) be the limit with respect to the norm 11 II (B(B(. j,rj of a sequence of 
functions in Y(B( .), r) of the above form such that f(O) = 1 (constant 
function of z). The preceding inequality implies that 1 < e-“l/fllscBc.,,r, for 
all suchf: This proves (4.2). A rather similar argument will now give (4.4). 
Indeed for a.e. y E rj, much as in (4.6) 
Ih(y) eAYIYJI <sup ; (PAY) a&) e”“l = Ilg(y)liB(y,) 
;tD ik=I I 
= IIg(Y)IIF(y) G Il&cFc.,.r,~ 
Consequently, 
IW)l d exp J rlog Ih( @O(Y) 
d Il&~F~.~,Ppw ( f, /2zyp,,,n -~cos(t-Wj 
(J 
wfl 
= llgll Y(F(.),I-)exP n -1 cos t dt/2n - nJn > 
= II g II q(n. ,, r, exp (-:A sin:). 
- 1/2)/n) dt/27c 
> 
From this inequality we deduce, analogously to before, that (4.4) holds. 
Case ii. 16 p < co. Here the function g = g(w, z) E 3(B(. ), r) is 
introduced as before, but instead of the function h(w) = g(w, w) we use 
k(w) = k,(w) = g(w, e’“w) where u is a (temporarily) constant real number. 
Clearly k E HP(D) so that 
1 g(0, 0) e’@“I p = Ik(0) eAe’” Ip < s,‘” Ik(e”) eie’“J p dt/2n. 
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Integrating this inequality with respect to u now yields 
2n 2rr 
< I I Igteit, ei(t+U) ) eie’“I p dt du/2n 0 0 
277 2rr 
= 
I s 
1 g(d’, e”) e Ae’=le”I * ds dt/2n 
0 0 
= If r ,2r Ig(y, e’“) e’c’s’yI p ds dP,(y) 
= ~~llg~~~ll~~y,~~o~~~~~~Ilgll~~,~.,,,,. I I- 
Now 
5 2n 
e~pc~~~ du 2 
f 
’ eAPCOSs du 2 ceApm forall OGEGl. 
0 0 
Thus lg(O,O)l 6 (2n/E)1’~ee”~llgllu(B(.,,r, and a repetition of by now 
familiar arguments proves (4.3). The proof of (4.5) will proceed similarly as 
follows: Let a(y)= yj for all yore and let q,(w) be a (bounded) outer 
function on D such that Iq,(y)l = le ip’“y’M(u)l for a.e. y E ZY Here again u is a 
(constant) real number. 
MO, 0) dO)lp = MO) v~(O)l< JbIz I&“) %,(ei’)lp We. 
Similarly to before 
Sf ‘* = I gb, e”) eAeiJla(Y)I Pds dP,( y ) l-0 
= ~~lIg~~~ll~~,,~~,~~~~~~1l~ll.~,~.,,,,~ I r 
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Now 
q,(O) = exp ‘2n loglq~,(e”)l dt/2z 
0 
= exp 
ain 
A cos(u + t) dt/2r 
~ n,n 
= exp 
( 
2Acosr4si*n . 
71 n > 
Thus, for O<E< 1, 
=.sexp ,Ip(JC-Z)Xsin~ 
( > 
Consequently Ig(O, O)lp G CW)ew(-~p~(nh) sin(n/n)) llgll.o.,,r, 
and (4.5) follows. 
The estimates for 1) 1 II A toI and 111 I/ECo, are rather more straightforward. 
We use the function f( W, z) = e-*‘+’ = C,“= o ( - Iwz)~/wI! The partial 
sums of this series are of course in %(A(. ), F) and converge uniformly on 
D x b and therefore also in the norm of Y(A(. ), r) for all p E [ 1, co]. 
Thus fEF(A(.),f) and f(O,z)=l and II 1 II A[01 G Ilf IIY(,4(.)J) = 
ess sup? E r II f (y, z) eAYzll # = 1. Also the identity operator is bounded from 
A(y) to E(y) with norm e”yPy~‘=ea”-r’Y~I (see (4.1)) for all YEAS. So we 
can apply the interpolation theorem [C3, Theorem 4.1, p. 2161 to obtain 
that 
II 1 II ECOI G exp 
( 
i jr, log e”’ pyhJl dP,(y) II 1 IlaCol 
y=1 > 
<exp($~~,~~2sinfldt)=exp[$(l-cos:)], 
Finally we can combine all the above estimates to show that 
II 1 II BCO,/ll1 II ,4[0] can be made arbitrarily large by suitable choices of L (and 
of E if p < 00 ), and also that 
II 1 II F~~~/ll 1 II EEol 2 ew [$(sint-4( 1 -coszln>)] if p=co 
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and otherwise 
Therefore this ratio can be arbitrarily large, for suitable choices of L and E, 
provided that sin(n/n) - 4( 1 - cos(7r/2n)) > 0. This holds for all n > 3 and 
indeed for n > 2.1834. 
We shall next describe a rather simpler two-dimensional version of the 
interpolation family {A(y)},,,. Although as before we obtain that the 
ratio Il~llBcoJ/ll~llaCol can be arbitrarily large, we are not able to deduce the 
same here concerning llxll Fco,/\lxll Er0, for any choice of n. This naturally 
raises the question of whether for each m we can find a triple of two dimen- 
sional spaces 2” and elements x, such that llx,,,ll X~O,,JIIx,Il n;,, ~ > m. (One 
possible approach to such a construction might be to use a finite dimen- 
sional “approximation” to a triple of HZ spaces suitably weighted as above. 
(Cf. also Remark 4.8.) In view of the Masani-Wiener theorem (see [Cl, 
p. 2791 and Remark 3.15) the complex interpolation spaces for such a 
triple of finite dimensional Hiibert spaces are determined via an analytic 
matrix valued function which can perhaps be composed with projections 
onto a suitable two-dimensional subspace to yield the required example. 
4.7. EXAMPLE. For each y ET let A(y) be C* renormed by 
11(~1~Z2)11A(y)= Izl) + lz21 + Llzly - z21 where L is an arbitrary positive con- 
stant. (We also take %! to be C* with any norm we please.) Then 
g(w)= (1, w) is a @* valued analytic function in the class B(A( .), r) and 
Ilg(rNIA(y) = 1 + 1 +O. Consequently ll(L O)llaCoI = IIg(0)llAcoI Q2. To 
estimate ll(L O)IIBcol, where, as above, B(y) = A( l/y), consider any function 
f~9(B(.), r) such thatf(0) = (l,O). Thenf(w) = (cpl(w), (p*(w)) where cpl 
and cp2 are bounded scalar valued analytic functions on the unit disc D, 
also defined (via non tangential limits) for a.e. y E r, and q,(O) = 1, 
(~~(0) = 0. Then, for a.e. Y E C Ilf(r)ll Bcyj = II h (~1, (P*(Y ))II BcyI 2 
~cP,(Y)/Y -(PHI =4cpl(r)-w2(r)l. Applying the maximum modulus 
principle to the function rpi(w) - wcp,( w) yields that 
Consequently I( ( 1, 0) 11 BCOI~A and the ratio 11~~,~)ll.,,,/l1(~,0)II.,,,~~/2 
can be arbitrarily large. 
4.8. Remark. As promised we shall construct, given any number m > 0, 
60716613.5 
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a triple of finite dimensional spaces P= (Y,, Y,, Y,) for which, for some 
nonzero y E Y, n Y, n Y,, 
ll~ll cy;, y;. y;~nlll~ll cy,, y2. yjl;l > m. (4.9) 
To begin with, for each j = 1,2, 3, we choose Aj to be the disc algebra with 
weight [edZyll as in the example above, and let Y, be the subspace of 
polynomials of degree at most N. By choosing first I and then N large 
enough we obtain as above that 
II 1 II F~~,.~* 2 II 1 II ,+ol.r. > ml11 II P[~,,~. (4.10) 
Y,, Yz and Y, coincide algebraically, and so do Y;, Y”, and Y;. Suppose 
now that (4.9) is false for all y. Then the norm of the identity mapping 
[ y]b + [ r’]# does not exceed m. Furthermore, by Theorem 1.17, the norm 
of the identity mapping [Y’]” + yrO, r is at most 1 and, by the duality 
theorem for St. Louis spaces [C3, pp. 214, 216, 2281, &,,r= ( Yco,,r)’ 
isometrically. Hence the identity mapping [ P]b + (P,,,,,)’ has norm less 
than m. By duality and Theorem 1.17, the identity mapping Yco,,r-+ 
c me -+ f&r* has norm less than m. This contradicts (4.10), and shows 
that Y has the required property (4.9). 
4E. The Inclusions [A]@ c AB,co;K, Jlr,,r~ AB,ao;K: Theorem 1.23 
We shall first prove the second inclusion. Given any element a E Aci,,r - - 
with norm less than 1, choosefe P(A, r) withf([) = a and llfllFcn ,-) < 1. 
Then for any t= (t,, t, ,..., t,) E IQ let q(z) be a bounded outer function on 
DuT such that Iv(r)1 = l/t, for a.e. y E r,, j= 1,2 ,..., n. q(c) a= 
jr cp(Y) f(Y) @,(Y) so 
a= i aj, where aj= (lldi)) 1 ADS @C(Y). 
j= 1 Cl 
(The above integrals are defined in the sense of Bochner for Z(A) valued 
and for Aj valued functions, respectively.) 
zqi, a; A) 
G i fjllajll,d, 
j=l 
G exp s log I lld~)l dP&) f 9, = f;@. . . t?. I- j=l 
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This shows that a~&~;~ 
A [C].l- c &,m;K. 
with IIu~~~~,~.~< 1 and proves that 
The inclusion [Alec AB,,,:K now follows as an immediate corollary. We 
simply choose any i= = { rl ,..., r,} and c E D such that P,(Tj) = 13, (e.g., r 
can be the unit circle divided into disjoint arcs rj of length 2alJj, j= 
1, 2 ,..., n and 5 = 0). Then we apply Theorem 1.17. 
4F. The Inclusion for n-tuples of Hilbert Spaces, [Ale c A0,2;J 
Let g(z) = dz) C,“= 1 e (ak*‘)ak be an element in .X(A) of the form defined 
in Lemma 1.16, where, as in the proof of that lemma, we use the notation 
es(z) = es~~li2fa Let gl(z)=el(z) g(z) and, much as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.16, we use the function U: R” - ’ --+ d(A) defined by 
4s) = j e(x+i’*s)g,(x + it) dt wn-l 
which is independent of x. In particular if x E %2, we can apply Parseval’s 
equation for Hilbert space valued functions to show that 
112 112 (x~s)u(s) ‘I ;j ds = (2n)‘“- 1)/2 IIg,(x+it)Ili,dt 
G CII Al rn(,z) (4.11) 
where C is a constant depending only on n. Also, as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.16, 
g1(z)= (2n)-‘“-” 
I 
e-(‘*“)u(s) ds for all ZEN. 
R”-I 
We now define a continuous d(A) valued function o(t) on R;. Actually we 
only need to know its value on the set Ec W; (Definition 1.6). Thus 
we take u(t,, t2 ,..., tn-,, 1) = Ci n;:,’ ti”,u( -log t, ,..., -log t,- 1) where the 
constant C1 = 1/(27r)“-‘e,(8,, e2 ,..., 13,~~). 
jEv(i)c(t)=C, f,.-, Ifi’ e-efiu(s)ds=C1(2n)n-1g,(Ol ,..., On-,) 
J=l 
= de,,..., en-11 
Now we can estimate the norm 
II m ,..., 0, - 1 ) II x0.2, 
> 
112 < (i-‘J(i, u(i); 6))2 dp(i) 
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6 CIC& II&a, by (4.11). 
Using standard density and completeness arguments we can deduce from 
the above inequality that, for every UE [Ale, a ~~~~~~~ with IjalJ,-,,,< 
c, c & llall [,T]o. 
5. CALCULATIONS OF SPACES OF FERNANDEZ 
FOR THE ‘bTUPLE (Bl,&, B,,B,) 
Proofof(1.26). Iff(z,, z,)EH(B,, B,, B,, B,) then the function g(z) = 
f(z, z) is analytic in {z 10 < re z < 1 } and continuous up to the boundary on 
which it has values in B,. Thus it follows that f(z, z) E B, (using, e.g., a 
simpler version of the argument in Sects. 9.1 and 29.1 of [Ca] ). Similarly 
f(z, 1 -z) E B, and so f($ t) E B, n B,. 
Proof of (1.27). This is left as an exercise for the reader. 
Proof of (1.28), (1.29), and (1.30). Observe that 
K(t,, t,, a, n)=min(l, t,t,) K min(tlj t2) u. B B 
min(1, t, f2)’ ’ ” 
Therefore, if t, =P+‘, t2=eup”, then (t,t,)-“2 K(t,, t2,u;&= 
e-lUIK(elUi ~ Id, a; B,, B2). This gives (1.29), and (1.28) also follows by first 
using the variables u, o and then 1~1, It.41 - 101 to calculate the double 
integral. Inequality (1.30) follows from (1.28), except in trivial cases such as 
B, = B,. (In fact it can be shown that (1.30) fails if and only if the norms 
11 11 B, and 11 llsZ are equivalent on B, n B2.) 
6. DEPENDENCE ON THE CONTAINING SPACE: 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.32 
Let V be the quotient space of % modulo the one dimensional subspace 
generated by a, and let T be the quotient map from %! onto Y. Let 
Bj= TA, with Ilbll,,= Ilull,, for every b= TUE B,. (Of course, since a, 4 Aj, 
every coset b E Bj is the image of a unique a E Aj.) Since T maps A, into B, 
boundedly (isometrically) and also maps %! continuously into V”, an 
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appropriate interpolation theorem for the method @ shows that )I TuJI sa < 
I(all Am for all a E 2,. In particular, if (a,);= 1 is a sequence in d(A) such 
that lb, - a, II A, +O, then for b,= Tu,, llb,jlg,= lITa,,,- Tu.+J4+0. 
We now define the operator Sj: Bj + Aj to be the inverse of the restric- 
tion of T to Aj. Sj is of course an isometry. Furthermore if b E Bj n Bk then 
Sib = Skb since the difference of these elements must be a scalar multiple of 
a, and in Aj + A,. Thus the operator S, which is the common restriction to 
d(B) of the operators S, , Sz, S3, is well defined and satisfies II Sb,II Jo/ 
Ilb,,,II g0 + 00 proving Theorem 1.32. 
6.1. Remarks. (i) We cannot apply the interpolation theorem to S 
since it is not defined from V into Q. We now see that such a requirement, 
which is imposed in the formulation of interpolation theorems in [Sp, C33, 
etc., is not superfluous. Note that S is also not defined from E(B) into 
Z(A). Thus, from the present point of view, the simple algebraic argument 
mentioned in Sect. 1, which enables an operator defined from Aj to Bj, 
j= 1,2, and consistently from A, n A, to B, n B2 to be extended uniquely 
to an operator from A, + A, to B, + B,, is a sort of “accident” which 
happens to work for n = 2 but for no n greater than 2. 
(ii) It is not difficult to produce examples of triples A= (A,, A*, A,) 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.32. For example, let (Xi, X,) be a 
Banach couple with an element x E [X, , X,] ,,3\X,. 
Let A, =X,0X,0X,, A,=X,OXZOX,, A3=X,@X,@X,, with 
containing space % = (X, + X,) @ (X, + X,) 0 (X, + X,). Then if P,(r,) = 
P,(r,) = P,(T,) = f it is not hard to show (cf. [C3, Theorem 5.1, p. 218)) 
that 
and to see that a suitable choice for u* is a, = (x, x, x). 
(iii) There seems to be some connection between the present theorem 
and the counterexample in [C3, Appendix 1 ] showing that the St. Louis 
space A [z] does not coincide in general with a second space A {z} 
obtained by a similar construction which we shall not bother to define 
precisely here. Since A {z} is obtained by abstract completion of the space 
d(A) with respect to a suitable norm, its construction does not depend on 
the containing space and so Theorem 1.32 gives us a general and simpler 
way for constructing further examples where A[z] and A {z} do not coin- 
cide. This leads naturally to a “converse” question: Can we always make 
the spaces A [z] and A {z} coincide (as they do in many examples) by 
choosing a different “more natural” embedding for the n-tuple or infinite 
family which generates them? We rephrase the question more precisely: 
Given any n-tuple A (or more generally an infinite interpolation family 
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{A(y)l,,r) is it P ossible to construct a second n-tuple B (or interpolation 
family {B(y)},,,) having the property that B(z) = B[z] and which is 
“isomorphic” to A (or {A(y)},,,) in the sense that there exists an 
isomorphism between d(A) and d(B) (or the log-intersection spaces of the 
two infinite families) which extends to an isomorphism of Aj onto B, for 
each j (A(y) onto B(y) for each y E r) and which is “pairwise consistent” as 
in the above theorem? 
One reasonable way to construct such an n-tuple B might be to first take 
as containing space V the abstract completion of d(A) with respect to the 
norm 
l14zo(a, = .$,, ,$ lla4, I-- I,- 1 “/Ed(A) 
(cf. [C3, Appendix 1, p. 2261) then, provided d(A) is dense in Aj for each j, 
we can take Bj to be the subspace of Y” consisting of equivalence classes of 
Cauchy sequences for which at least one representative also converges with 
respect to 11 [la,. Bj and Aj will be isometrically isomorphic since they each 
contain the same dense subset d(A). Furthermore it can be shown that 
Ilq&(d) = ll4Z@, for all a~ d(A). In other words, the norm I/ IIz,,o(z) on 
d(A), which in general is not equivalent to the usual sum norm 11 IIT 
[C3, p. 2261, nevertheless is the usual sum norm for a suitable different 
choice of containing space. 
(iv) All the above also shows that the duality formulae d(A)‘= 
.Z(K’) and Z(A)‘= d(Z), which are readily established for couples [BL], 
are not automatically valid for n-tuples if the containing spaces for the n- 
tuples A or A’ are chosen “badly.” In fact Jaak Peetre drew our attention 
to this difficulty some years ago. 
Similarly the duality theory for St. Louis, Sparr, or Favini-Lions spaces 
needs careful formulation. 
Note added in proof: In fact a more detailed study of the above duality formulae 
and related matters in the context of n-tuples can be found in G. DORE, D. GUIDETTI, AND 
A. VENNI. Some properties of the sum and intersection of normed spaces. Atti Sem. Mar. Fis. 
Univ. Modem 31 (1982), 325-331. 
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